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Abstract
The goal of this master thesis is to construct a software system, named the LIFE Spatial
Data Visualization System (LIFE-SDVS), to automatically visualize the data obtained in the
LIFE project spatially. LIFE stands for the Leipzig Research Centre for Civilization Diseases.
It is part of the Medical Faculty of the University of Leipzig and conducts a large medical
research project focusing on civilization diseases in the Leipzig population [86]. Currently,
more than 20,000 participants have joined this population-based cohort study. The analy-
ses in LIFE have been mostly limited to non-spatial aspects. To integrate geographical facet
into the findings, a spatial visualization tool is necessary. Hence, LIFE-SDVS, an automatic
map visualization tool wrapped in an interactive web interface, is constructed. LIFE-SDVS
is conceptualized with a three-layered architecture: data source, functionalities and spatial
visualization layers. The implementation of LIFE-SDVS was achieved by two software compo-
nents: an independent, self-contained R package lifemap and the LIFE Shiny Application.
The package lifemap enables the automatic spatial visualization of statistics on the map of
Leipzig and to the extent of the authors knowledge, is the first R package to achieve boundary
labeling for maps. The package lifemap also contains two self-developed algorithms. The
Label Positioning Algorithm was constructed to find good positions within each region on a
map for placing labels, statistical graphics and as starting points for boundary label leaders.
The Label Alignment Algorithm solves the leader intersection problem of boundary labeling.
However, to use the plotting functions in lifemap, the users need to have basic knowl-
edge of R and it is a tedious job to manually input the argument values whenever changes
on the maps are necessary. An interactive Shiny web application, the LIFE Shiny Application,
is therefore built to create a user friendly data exploration and map generation tool. LIFE
Shiny Application is capable of obtaining experimental data directly from the LIFE database
at runtime. Additionally, a data preprocessing unit can transform the raw data into the for-
mat needed for spatial visualization. On the LIFE Shiny Application user interface, users can
specify the data to display, including what data to be fetched from database and which part
of the data shall be visualized, by using the filter functions provided. Many map features are
also available to improve the aesthetic presentation of the maps. The resulting maps can also
be downloaded for further usage in scientific publications or reports. Two use cases using
LIFE hand grip strength and body mass index data demonstrate the functionalities of LIFE-
SDVS. The current LIFE-SDVS sets a foundation for the spatial visualization of LIFE data.
Suggestions on adding further functionalities into the future version are also provided.
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1 | Introduction
In this master thesis, a software system, named the LIFE Spatial Data Visualization System
(LIFE-SDVS), is conceptualized and implemented. LIFE stands for the Leipzig Research
Centre for Civilization Diseases. It is part of the Medical Faculty of the University of Leipzig
and conducts a large medical research project focusing on civilization diseases in the Leipzig
population [86]. LIFE-SDVS aims to automatically visualize the assessment results in the
LIFE project on the map of Leipzig. The first part of the thesis (Chapter 2) introduces the
objectives and scopes of the LIFE project and also the data collected. To visualize these
data, the architecture of LIFE-SDVS is developed and the implementation of this software
system is described in the second part of the thesis (Chapters 3 - 6). The last part of the
thesis demonstrates some use cases of LIFE-SDVS (Chapter 7).
1.1 Data visualization
Vision is the most dominant sensory system in the human brain [24]. Roughly 20-30% of the
total surface area of the cerebral cortex is involved in visual processing ([104], [132]). The
human brain can grasp the meaning of many data points faster while displayed in charts or
graphs rather than reading through long list of spreadsheets or pages of reports. Especially
in this era where massive amount of data are produced every day, detecting patterns and
finding meaningful information becomes very challenging. Using visualization tools can lead
to greater insights in less time. Therefore, data visualization plays an important role in the big
data analysis pipeline (e.g. [15], [116]).
Data visualization is the science of visual representation of data [60]. The main goal of
data visualization is, according to Friedman, "to communicate information clearly and effec-
tively through graphical means" [59]. Michael Friendly [60] further classifies data visualization
into two main foci: (1) statistical graphics: applies to any domain in which graphical meth-
ods are employed in the service of statistical analysis and (2) thematic cartography: primarily
concerned with representation constrained to a spatial domain. The earliest visualization ex-
amples arose in geometric diagrams, in tables of the positions of stars, and in the making of
maps to aid in navigation and exploration [60].
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1.2 Spatial data visualization in medical research
Medical geography or health geography is an area of medical research or a subdiscipline of
geography that incorporates the application of geographical information to the study of health,
disease, and health care ([70], [95]). The interlink between medical researches and geogra-
phy can be found in the literature of several ancient civilizations, including China, Greece, and
India [97]. In his book “On Air, Water and Places” [67], Hippocrates (ca. 460 – ca. 370 BC)
is probably the first to describe the relationship between the inhabitant’s health and the geo-
graphical characteristics of a place [55]. The term medical geography was first used among
French physicians in the 18th century [26]. The first disease map can be dated back to 1792,
a manuscript map by German physician Leonhard Ludwig Finke [25].
Perhaps the most famous example of using cartographic applications as a tool in early
medical science is the research of the English physician John Snow (1813 – 1858). In his
book On the Mode of Communication of Cholera, Snow reported his research on cholera in
London. He used statistics to demonstrate that the degree of contamination of the drinking
water corresponded to the number of cholera deaths. He plotted the clusters of cholera cases
around the public well pumps during the epidemic of 1854 (Figure 1.1). His map pinpointed
the pump on Broad Street as the most likely source of the outbreak. The pump caused 500
cholera deaths within ten days after contamination with sewage from a nearby pipe. Snow
persuaded the local council to remove the pump handle and afterwards the number of cholera
patients reduced rapidly. Snow’s study is regarded as the founding event of the science of
epidemiology and he is considered as one of the fathers of modern epidemiology.
Figure 1.1: Spot-map by John Snow showing the clusters of cholera cases in London outbreak in
1854. In the enlarged part, the location of the water pump on Broad Street is indicated. The map
originates from [122].
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With the advancing of computer technology, software systems such as geographical in-
formation systems (GIS) transformed medical geography into a more analytic discipline during
the latter half of the 20th Century [97]. One of the early notable medical GIS software is the
Geographic Analysis Machine (GAM) [102]. Developed by Openshaw and his colleges in
1987, GAM was used to investigate the clustering effects of Leukemia and other cancers.
The system contained not only a GIS for geographical display but also a spatial hypothesis
generator and a significance assessment procedure. In addition to epidemiological appli-
cations, GIS has been applied in health services sectors ([20], [43], [63], [94], [114]). The
public health departments, research organizations of hospitals, medical centers, and health
insurance organizations use the information provided by these spatial software systems, for
example, to determine where and when to intervene, to improve the quality of care, or to in-
crease accessibility of service ([100]). Beyond analyzing geographical relevant information,
GIS enables policymakers to better assess potential risk factors and prevent diseases ([38]).
Health atlas helps to explore general patterns of diseases that can be used to generate
aetiologic clues. These maps can also be used to identify specific locations where changes
in health policy need to be made. The U.S. Cancer Atlas helped the researchers to uncover
the link between snuff dipping and oral cancer [139] and the relationship between shipyard
asbestos exposure and lung cancer [34]. The Atlas of United States Mortality produced by
the U.S. Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), is the first to show all leading
causes of death by race and sex in all regions of the U.S. at a higher resolution ([106], [107]).
New mixed effects models and a weighted head-banging algorithm are used to improve the
maps showing spatial trends more clearly. World Health Organization (WHO) also features
similar health data for the world with its Global Health Atlas [11]. The users can explore data
about the distribution of diseases such as HIV/AIDS or influenza in different countries to find
patterns of transmission. Community Health Map is a web application that allows users to
interact with the visualized health care data at the county level in the U.S. [123]. In this paper,
a detailed review on similar projects is given. The Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation
(IHME) at the University of Washington is an independent global health research center. Their
webpages on data visualization and infographics also include a few heath atlas [12]. However,
none of these systems has direct access to databases and therefore the actuality of the data
displayed is not endorsed. Moreover, they focus mostly on presenting maps but not function
as a map generation tool.
1.3 Aims and outlines of this thesis
Since the assessment programs in the LIFE project started in 2011, a large amount of data
has been collected. The amount of the data collected is still increasing with the ongoing
experiments and the follow up studies. To efficiently explore the patterns in these data and to
gain further medical insights, the support of data visualization software systems is necessary.
In this thesis, the spatial data visualization software system LIFE-SDVS is developed. By
using LIFE-SDVS, spatial related questions in the scope of the LIFE study, e.g. which regions
of Leipzig have a high prevalence of diabetes, can be answered. Furthermore, LIFE-SDVS
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can also act as a foundation for the new research project, the Leipzig Health Atlas. This project
is funded within the "Integrative Datensemantik in der Systemmedizin" (i:DSem) program of
the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) [3]. The Leipzig Health
Atlas intends to break the barrier that most of the medical research data are only used by
scientists for publications but not for other purposes, e.g., as an information tool for the users
in the clinics. To achieve this, the LIFE data will be integrated into an IT-platform and various
applications for the analysis will be provided [9].
LIFE-SDVS is a spatial data visualization software system equipped with an automatic
map visualization tool and wrapped in an interactive web interface. To cope with the large
amount of data available in the LIFE project, LIFE-SDVS provides direct access to the LIFE
database so that the users can freely choose the data to be visualized. The data is further
processed by the automated data preprocessing unit. The automatic map visualization tool
generates maps to present the LIFE results with a spatial aspect. LIFE-SDVS goes beyond
the function of only showing the results for exploration, the software system is also an inter-
active map generation tool. With just a few clicks and settings on the web interface, the LIFE
scientists are able to produce customizable maps for research publications or public health
reports.
The following chapter introduces more details of the LIFE project and some related work
for building LIFE-SDVS. Chapter 3 presents the design of the architecture and the software
components of LIFE-SDVS. Chapter 4 explains the data preprocessing unit. The automatic
map visualization tool is presented in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 illustrates the interactive web
application. Some use cases for LIFE-SDVS are demonstrated in Chapter 7. Conclusion and
future works are stated in Chapter 8.
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This chapter firstly introduces the LIFE project and its three main studies: the LIFE-Adult-
Study, the LIFE-Child-Study and the LIFE-Heart-Study. Section 2.2 explains the data man-
agement in LIFE, the potential data to be visualized spatially and the current situation of spatial
data visualization in LIFE. While comparing the statistics among different regions of Leipzig,
the underlying cofounder structures of different regions shall also be considered. Section
2.3 explains such so-called standardization methods. The last section (Section 2.4) of this
chapter gives an overview on relevant map labeling research.
2.1 The LIFE project
The LIFE project is the first and largest population-based cohort study of this kind in an ur-
ban population in the eastern part of Germany [86]. In population-based cohort studies,
researchers take a sample or even the entirety of a defined population for longitudinal assess-
ments [128]. Unlike randomized control trials (RCTs), which is considered as gold-standard
for determining the efficacy of clinical interventions, population-based cohort studies play an
important role in scientific discovery and for narrowing the scope for RCTs [124]. Population-
based cohort studies often aim to search for exposure-outcome relations, e.g. to investigate
the influence of genetic, environmental, social and lifestyle factors on health and diseases.
The findings of population-based studies should not be limited to the individuals included in
the study but be generalizable to the whole population addressed in the study hypothesis [85].
With initial fundings from the European Union (34.1 million Euro) and the Free State
of Saxony (5.5 million Euro), LIFE is the largest scientific project of the Saxon excellence
initiative [86]. LIFE is part of the Medical Faculty of the University of Leipzig. Additionally,
researchers of the Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive and Brain Sciences Leipzig and
the Leipzig Heart Centre are also involved. The LIFE project includes three subset studies:
the LIFE-Adult-Study, the LIFE-Child-Study and the LIFE-Heart-Study. All study participants
are inhabitants of Leipzig, a city with population size of approximately 550,000, mostly of
central European descent.
The objective of the LIFE-Adult-Study is to investigate prevalences, early onset markers,
genetic predispositions, and the role of lifestyle factors on major civilization diseases, such as
metabolic and vascular diseases, brain malfunction, depression, sleep disorders, retinal and
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optic nerve degeneration, cognitive impairment, allergies and vigilance dysregulation [86].
Between August 2011 and November 2014, approximately 10,000 randomly selected partici-
pants from Leipzig attended the baseline examination. The main age group was of 40 to 79
years. A subset of 400 participants aged 18 to 39 years were also recruited (Figure 2.1).
All participants in the main age group accomplished an extensive core assessment program
(5-6 h) including questionnaires, structured interviews, physical examinations, and biospec-
imen collection. Two additional assessment programs (3-4 h each) including deeper cog-
nitive testing, diagnostic interviews for depression, brain magnetic resonance imaging, and
electroencephalography were taken by participants over 60 years. To investigate if body fat
distribution is associated with functional traits of the brain and traits of eating behavior, a sub-
cohort of 1200 participants aged 18-79 underwent abdominal and brain MRI-scans (magnetic
resonance imaging, MRI) [86].
age limit to 74 years. We observed that participants
aged ≥75 years had difficulties in completing the assess-
ment programme within the set time limit despite high
motivation. Furthermore, it became apparent that
participation of women in this age group was markedly
reduced (about 1/3 low r than men). The most fre-
quently given reason was that women would not leave
their diseased and care-needing partners alone at home
on three study days. Therefore, as we stopped recruit-
ment of participants ≥75 years, we extended the lower
age limit for deep cognition and depression phenotyping
to 60 years. This change was put in place in March 2013
after approval by the institutional ethics board.
In a subset of participants we investigated whether
body fat distribution is associated with functional traits
of the brain (magnetic resonance imaging, MRI) and
traits of eating behaviour. To unravel this question a
subcohort of 1200 participants aged 18-79 underwent
abdominal MRI-scans in addition to brain MRI-scans.
Disclosure of results and pathological findings to
participants
Participants were offered to be informed about selected
examination results. If they agreed, they received a letter
within two weeks of the study visit comprising their la-
boratory and anthropometric data, blood pressure, intima
media thickness, ankle-brachial index, and the results of
the skin prick test. Participants were informed about
pathological findings according to a pre-defined protocol
using four categories of severity (very high: acute life-
threatening condition requiring immediate intervention,
high: not acute life-threatening condition needing imme-
diate medical clarification or treatment, medium: need for
near-term medical clarification, low: recommendation of
medical supervision, e.g. by a general practitioner).
Data management
We developed and set up a comprehensive dedicated IT
infrastructure to support processes such as recruiting,
appointment scheduling, assessment coordination, data
entry, data integration, pre-processing, quality control,
data curation and analysis. The infrastructure consists of
several commercial and self-developed software systems
running in a shared network. An ORACLE® database
(Oracle Corporation, Redwood Shores, CA, USA) is used
for storing administrative and most assessment data. A
tailor-made participant management system was used to
Fig. 1 Target sample sizes of the LIFE-Adult-Study
Table 1 Major diseases and phenotypes investigated in the
LIFE-Adult-Study
● Cardiovascular diseases (myocardial infarction, heart failure,
atherosclerosis, cardiac arrhythmias)
● Metabolic diseases (obesity, type 2 diabetes)
● Cognition and brain functioning
● Depression (including minor depression)
● Sleep disorders and vigilance regulation
● Degenerative diseases of the retina
● Allergies and immune competence
Loeffler et al. BMC Public Health  (2015) 15:691 Page 3 of 14
Figure 2.1: Target sample sizes of the LIFE-Adult-Study (adapted from [86]).
The aim of the LIFE-Child-Study is to assess how metabolic, environmental and genetic
factors affect the health from fetal life to adulthood [109]. In addition to monitoring the nor-
mal growth, development and health, the LIFE-Child-Study also focuses on diseases such
as childhood obesity, atopy and mental health problems. The study includes a neonate sub-
cohort, the LIFE Child BIRTH cohort. In this cohort, extensive assessments are undertaken
in pregnant women and their offspring from 24th week of gestation to 12 month of age. After-
wards the child is integrated into the LIFE Child HEALTH cohort, in which also other children
and their families are recruited. The LIFE Child HEALTH cohort is a population-based cohort
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of children and adolescents in an age range from 3-18 years. Additional specific assessments
are carried out for each of the focused groups: the LIFE Child OBESITY cohort, the LIFE Child
DEPRESSION cohort and the LIFE Child ATOPY cohort [109]. The LIFE-Child-Study is de-
signed as a longitudinal cohort study and the participants are followed annually over a period
of ten years.
The scientists in the LIFE-Heart-Study aim to assess biochemical and molecular biomark-
ers and their ability to evaluate the presence and severity of coronary artery disease (CAD)
and to predict the future course of disease [31]. A biobank and database of patients with
different stages of CAD are established for investigating the clinical, metabolic, cellular and
genetic factors of cardiovascular diseases. The clinical cohort of approximately 7,000 heart
patients consists of a sub-cohort with patients undergoing first-time diagnostic coronary an-
giography and a sub-cohort of acute myocardial infarction survivors. The study is one of the
largest fully genotyped studies worldwide with angiographically assessed coronary patients
[86]. Moreover, follow-ups at 5-year intervals will provide information about major cardiac
clinical events of the study participants.
Since 2014 the LIFE research centre has joined the German National Cohort (GNC) as
one of the 18 regional study sites [64]. The recruiting of new participants has started and
aims to set a nationwide cohort of 200,000 individuals aged 20–69 years. The objective of
the GNC is to investigate the causes for the development of major chronic diseases such
as cancer, diabetes, cardio-vascular diseases and psychiatric diseases. The duration of the
GNC is planned for 25–30 years.
2.2 Database and spatial data visualization in LIFE
The data management in LIFE consists of several commercial and self-developed software
systems running in a shared network [86]. Most of the assessment and administrative data
are stored in an ORACLE® relational database (Oracle Corporation, Redwood Shores, CA,
USA). Participant data such as their identity, pseudonymisation, and appointments are or-
ganized separately from the scientific data in a dedicated participant management system.
CryoLab, a self-developed laboratory information system (LIMS), manages the workflow of
all biospecimen, such as their collection, labeling, processing, aliquoting, distribution and
storage. Currently there are more than 700 assessments (i.e., investigations) including in-
terviews, questionnaires, physical examinations, such as for anthropometry, EKG, MRT, and
laboratory analyses of biospecimen applied in the different studies of LIFE. All the data of
these assessments and their analysis results are integrated in a central research database.
The ‘LIFE Investigation Ontology’ (LIO), developed by LIFE researchers Dr. T. Kirsten and
A. Kiel, describes and classifies the entities in the research database and their relationships
semantically [80]. A set of ontology-based tools is implemented to ease the data retrieval pro-
cess in this large project [130]. The LIO is integrated into an ontological framework so that the
scientists can utilize LIO to formulate queries over the scientific data. These ontology-based
queries are transformed into SQL queries and the retrieved data are stored as project-specific
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analysis views within the central research database. These views allow scientists to access
the requested data using the database API and SQL or to export them as tabular reports for
further analysis projects.
By 2015, the LIO consists of more than 700 assessments and ca.120 analysis views
and in total more than 39,000 items (i.e., questions and measurements) [130]. Assessments
are arranged as data tables in the research database and the items are the columns. All
participants in LIFE-Adult-Study underwent a core assessment programme including theme
areas such as anthropometry, physical activity, fitness, sleep patterns, lifestyle and diet, socio-
economic status, heart function, depressive symptoms, neuroimaging and neurocognitive as-
sessments, psychosocial aspects, life satisfaction, stressors and allergy test [86]. Participants
aged 60-79 were invited to two additional assessment programs: cognition programme and
depression programme. Appendix A lists the detailed assessment measurements taken in
forms of computer-assisted personal interviews, computer- or paper-based self-administered
questionnaires, psychometric tests (Table A.1), physical and medical examinations (Table
A.2), and clinical chemistry from blood and urine samples (Table A.3). The LIFE-Child-Study
assessments contain examinations such as anthropometry, clinical exam, biological sample
collection, motor and cognitive development. Questionnaires, interviews and psychological
tests were also carried out in five aspects: (1) environment: e.g. sociodemography, lifestyle,
quality of life (2) physical health: e.g. health-related symptoms, allergies, sleep behaviour
(3) family and school: e.g. performance at school (4) mental health and (5) personality. For
detailed lists of the assessments in the LIFE-Child-Study please refer to [109].
In December 2014 the LIFE-Adult-Study greeted its 10,000 participants and the analy-
sis of the data from this large cohort started [7]. Among the many theme research areas,
spatial data visualization was only done occasionally and manually. One example is Figure
2.2, the visualization of the percentage of probands with diabetes in the Ortsteile of Leipzig.
The map was produced using programing language R and the labels and the leaders (the line
segments connecting the Ortsteile with their boundary labels) were added manually. To pro-
duce such a map was time consuming and if other data shall be displayed, the whole process
has to be repeated again. Furthermore, the proportions of diabetes in each Ortsteil shown
on the map was calculated from the participants attending in the LIFE project. These results
are biased because the underlying population structures in different Ortsteile vary. Hence,
standardization methods are needed. The following section describes these methods.
2.3 Age-standardization of the statistics
Many attribute measurements taken for clinical research or public health studies are gender-
and/or age-dependent, i.e. the physical or mental traits differ between male and female and
often hold a trend through aging. For example, hand grip strength of men is on average
stronger than that of women. Furthermore, hand grip strength generally remains stable for
man with age between 20 and 55 and starts to decrease from the age of 55 years ([93] Figure
1). A similar trend is seen in women of different age groups ([93] Figure 2), though the ampli-
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Diabetes 
Schönefeld-Ost: 18,6% 
Althen-Kleinpösna: 2% 
Schleußig: 6,2% Probstheida: 7,2% 
Neustadt-Neuschönefeld: 7,6% 
Sellerhausen-Stünz: 17,5% 
Marienbrunn: 16,8% 
Meusdorf: 16,1% 
Möckern: 15,7% Wahren: 12,8% 
Lützschena-
Stahmeln: 13,4% 
Lindenthal: 13,3% 
Grünau-Ost: 14,4% 
Grünau-Nord: 15,1% 
Mockau-Nord: 15,4% 
Eutritzsch: 15,1% 
Böhlitz-Ehrenberg: 8,4% 
Leutzsch: 9,8% 
Anteil Probanden mit Diabetes in den Ortsteilen Leipzigs
Figure 2.2: An example showing early spatial data visualization in LIFE.
tude of decrease is not as large as that of the men (in men about 40% reduction, in women
ca. 30%). Such statistics of attributes (e.g. arithmetic mean values, rates etc.) have to be
statistically adjusted to remove the effect of population differences in age or gender structure
when comparing between different study populations. Standardization is the statistical adjust-
ment technique used in such instances. The factors influencing the statistics, such as the age
or gender structure, are called cofounders [119].
There are two types of methods for the standardization: direct and indirect methods.
For both method types, the standardized statistic is computed based on the statistic value
of its stratum and a weight. Strata are subgroups to which individuals are aggregated by a
certain attribute, for example, into three age groups (three strata). The calculation for the
direct method is the following:
DIRECT METHOD
sstandardized = k∑
i=1 (w(ref)i × s(stu)i ) (2.1)
where
w
(ref)
i = number of individuals in stratum i of the reference populationtotal number of individuals in reference population
k is the total number of strata. The term w(ref)i is the weight for stratum i of the reference
population. Value s(stu)i is the statistic in the study population for stratum i.
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In the indirect method, the weight for stratum i is derived from the proportion of stratum
i in the study population and the statistic is obtained from the reference population:
INDIRECT METHOD
sexpected = k∑
i=1 (w(stu)i × s(ref)i ) (2.2)
where
w
(stu)
i = number of individuals in stratum i of the study populationtotal number of individuals in study population (2.3)
The main conceptual difference between both methods is that in the direct method the
statistic is obtained from the study population and the weight is from the reference population.
On the other hand, in the indirect method study population provides the weight and the ref-
erence population provides the statistic in focus [120]. The indirect method is used in cases
where no stratum-specific measurement has been taken or in the instances where stratum-
specific numbers are too small (such as populations in a single industrial plant or a small
city) so that the stratum-specific estimates are too susceptible to random variability [120].
Both cases do not occur in the regions of Leipzig. In consequence, the direct standardization
method is chosen for LIFE-SDVS.
2.4 Map labeling algorithms
Map labeling or label placement is a fundamental task in cartography. Labeling quality de-
pends on many factors and reflects human visual perception and experience ([39], [75]). The
cartographers Imhof ([71], [72]) and Yoeli [146] have studied extensively on map labeling and
proposed some basic rules of a good labeling: i) no overlaps of a label with other labels or
other objects, ii) each label can be easily identified with exactly one graphical feature iii) a
label must be placed in the most preferred position. However, these rules are descriptive and
it is difficult to quantify these characteristics and come up with an appropriate definition of an
objective function [39]. The ACM Computational Geometry Task Force, a group of scientists,
considered the automatic label placement problem as an important research area in their
technical report "Applications challenges to computational geometry" [16].
Point-feature label placement
Imhof classified the label-placement in cartography into three categories ([71], [72]): point-
feature labeling (e.g. cities or mountain peaks), line-feature labeling (e.g. rivers or roads)
and area-feature labeling (e.g. lakes or countries). Point-feature label placement (PFLP) as
defined by Christensen et al. is "the problem of placing text labels adjacent to point features
on a map or diagram so as to maximize legibility" [39]. They further suggested the legibility of
PFLP into an objective function considering following factors:
1. The amount of overlap between text labels and other labels or graphical features
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2
determining the optimal placement of a label for an isolated line or area feature, the three placement tasks share a common
combinatorial aspect when multiple features are present. The complexity arises because the placement of a label can have glo-
bal consequences due to label-label overlaps. This combinatorial aspect of the label-placement task is independent of the
nature of the features being labeled, and is the fundamental source of difficulty in automating label placement. We therefore
concentrate on point-feature label placement (PFLP) without loss of generality; in Section 5 of the paper we describe how our
results generalize to labeling tasks involving line and area features.
The PFLP problem can be thought of as a combinatorial optimization problem. Like all such problems, two aspects must
be defined: a search space and an objective function.
Search space. An element of the search space can be thought of as a function from point features to label positions, which we
will call a labeling. The set of potential label positions for each point feature therefore characterizes the PFLP search space.
For most of the published algorithms, the potential label positions are taken, following cartographic standards, from an explic-
itly enumerated set. Figure 1 shows a typical set of eight possible label positions for a point feature. Each box corresponds to a
region in which the label may be placed. Alternatively, a continuous placement model may be used, for example by specifying
a circle around the point feature that the label must touch without intersecting.
In certain variants of the PFLP problem, we allow a labeling to omit certain points and their labels (presumably those that
are most problematic to label, or least significant to the labeling application). When this option is included, the PFLP problem
is said to include point selection.2
Objective function. The function to be optimized, the objective function, should assign to each element of the search space (a
potential labeling of the points) a value that corresponds to the relative quality of that labeling. The notion of labeling quality
has been studied by cartographers, most notably by Imhof (1962; 1975). However, Imhof’s analysis is descriptive, not pre-
scriptive; coming up with an appropriate definition of the objective function for a general label-placement problem (that is,
one that includes point, line, and area features) is a difficult task. Labeling quality can depend on many factors, including
detailed “world knowledge” and characteristics of human visual perception. Many of the label-placement algorithms reported
in the literature therefore incorporate sophisticated objective functions. A popular approach has been to use a rule-based para-
digm to encode the knowledge needed for the objective function (Ahn and Freeman, 1984; Freeman and Ahn, 1987; Jones,
1989; Cook and Jones, 1990; Doerschler and Freeman, 1992). For the PFLP problem, however, a relatively simple objective
function suffices. Our formulation of the objective function is due to Yoeli (1972).3 In Yoeli’s scheme, the quality of a labeling
depends on the following factors:
• The amount of overlap between text labels and graphical features (including other text labels);
• A priori preferences among a canonical set of potential label positions (a standard ranking is shown in Figure 1); and
• The number of point features left unlabeled. (This criterion is pertinent only when point selection is incorporated into
the PFLP problem.)
2In many types of production-quality maps, overplots are preferred to exercising point selection (Ebinger and Goulette, 1990).
3A recent study conducted by Wu and Buttenfield (1991) addresses the issue of placement preference for point-feature labels in more detail.
Figure 1: A set of potential label positions and their relative desirability. Lower values indicate more desirable positions.
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Figure 2.3: The relative desirability of a set of potential label positions. Smaller values indicate more
desirable positions. The figures are ada ted from [39].
2. A pre-defined preferences among a canonical set of potential label positions (a standard
ranking is shown in Figure 2.3)
3. The number of unlabel d point features left if oint selection i incorporated into the
PFLP problem
PFLP c n b een as a combinatorial optimization probl and has been proved as
NP-hard even for very restricted labeling models ([54], [78], [90]). One example is when all
text labels ar r ctangles of the same size, each text label has to be placed with one of its
four corners at the point (as shown in Figure 2.3(a)) nd all text labels have to be di joint [54].
Therefore, for such problems the practical a plication of exact se rch algorithms is limited to
problems with at most a few hundred points (if P ≠ NP ) ([44], [81], [126], [147]).
Various heuristic methods have been developed to tackle the PFLP. Christensen et al.
[39] compared six heuristic algorithms including methods such as a greedy algorithm, an in-
teger program ing algorithm of Zoraster [147], a gradient- esc nt method by Hirsch [68] and
a stochastic algorithm utilizing simulated annealing. The comparison shows that simulated
annealing outperf rms all other algorithms an i on of the easiest algorithms to implement.
Different approaches of genetic algorithms (GA) have been proposed to solve the PFLP (e.g.
[22], [110], [131], [134]). Algorithms applied on PFLP with the constraint that all point features
must be labeled include a tabu search [144], a constructive genetic approach [51] and a fast
algorithm for label placement [145]. Wagner et al. proposed a two phase algorithm for the
situation that certain labels are allowed to be omitted and the objective is to place as many
labels as possible with no overlaps [135]. Doddi et al. developed constant-factor polynomial-
time approximation algorithms to solve the generalized map-labeling problem, i.e. labels are
not limited to be rectangular but can also be elliptical, any restriction on their orientation is
removed and allowing the point feature can be placed anywhere on the boundary of its label
region [47]. An extensive Map-Labeling bibliography is maintained by Wolff and Strijk [141].
Line-feature label placement (Edge Label Placement)
Edge Label Placement (ELP) or line-feature labeling is the problem of assigning text labels
to lines (edges) such that the association of the labels to their corresponding edges is unam-
biguous [73]. In ELP, a label can touch the edge it is labeling but it should not overlap any
other graphical feature in a drawing [74]. For example, labels like A, B and D in Figure 2.4
are preferable and a label like C, which overlaps its associated edge, can be acceptable with
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some appropriate cost assigned to it. The ELP problem is proved to be NP-hard ([36], [73]).15.2. THE LABELING PROBLEM 491
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Figure 15.1 (a) Labeling space of a node. (b) Labeling space of an edge. (c) Labeling
space of an area. Figure taken from [KT03].
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Figure 15.2 (a) A good label assignment. (b) A misleading label assignment. Figure
taken from [KT03].
it belongs to, but it should not overlap any other graphical feature in a drawing. In Figure
15.1(b), where the graphical feature to be labeled is an edge, labels like A, B and D are
preferable but certainly a label like C, which overlaps its associated edge, can be acceptable
with some appropriate cost assigned to it. The accepted practice for placing a label asso-
ciated with an area is to have the label span the entire area and conform to its shape, as
shown in Figure 15.1(c). For more details on name placement rules for geographical maps,
see [FA87, Imh75, vR89, Yoe72].
When the graphical objects to be labeled belong to a technical map or drawing, then,
usually a diﬀerent set of rules govern the preferred label positions. These rules depend on
the particular application, and must follow user specifications. For example, if the graphical
feature is an edge of a graph drawing, the user must be able to specify that the preferred
position for an edge label is closer to the source or destination node. For example, a label of
a single edge that is relevant to its source node must be placed close to the source node (see
Figure 15.2(a)) to avoid ambiguity (see Figure 15.2(b)). It is important to emphasize that
a user must be able to customize the rules of label quality to meet specific needs and/or
Figure 2.4: Labeling space of an edge. Figure adapted from [74].
Area-feature label placement
The eneral accepted practice of area-f ature labeling in cartography are: i) the labels must
be inside the boundaries of the area and ii) the labels must span the entire area and con-
form to its shape ([19], [56], [57], [58], [72], [108], [133], [146]). Figure 2.5 shows a resulting
map of an automatic area-feature labeling [19]. Since an area name should span the area,
it is necessary to find a shape description or baseline of the area. It was firstly done by the
so-called skeleton method [96] . To reduce the strong influence of minor boundary irregu-
larities, Ramer [112] proposed a boundary-approximation algorithm to smooth the boundary
first. Edmonson and Christensen [52] label ar as by using random methods and their scoring
function uses the centroid as an ideal position for the label text. Pinto and Freeman argued
that [108] it did not seen possible to devise an algorithm to solve area-feature labeling prop-
erly in every instance. Therefore, they developed a method that deploys a feedback approach
consisting of two components: i) the Placement Generator generates a large set of potential
text placements for a given region and ii) the Placement Evaluator evaluated these candi-
dates. The evaluation criteria follows the main guidelines for spread-out area feature labeling
such as longer, spread-out placement is preferred over a shorter one, a good placement shall
conform to the shape of the area and larger clearance from the boundary is preferred.
Dörschlag et al. [50] proposed a vector-orientated algorithm for placing not only text but
also objects such as diagrams in areas of a map without violating the boundary of the areas. A
bounding box is a rectangle that outlines the label text or the object. The aim of the algorithm
is to determine a point in the area of a map and the center point of the bounding box should
be placed on this determined point. The algorithm includes the following three steps:
1. Erosion of an area: this step reduces the potential candidate area where the center
point of the bounding box should ideally be placed. The candidate area is the original
area subtracting an inward buffer (Figure 2.6). The buffer is obtained by moving the
bounding box along the original area border. If the candidate area consists of several
disjunct regions, one of these regions should be chosen heuristically.
2. Calculate the skeleton: this step reduces the candidate area to a 1-dimensional skele-
ton. To choose candidate points on the skeleton, methods such as to choose the mid-
points of the skeleton edges or to select the skeleton vertices with a degree of at least
three are suggested. However, exact prescription is missing.
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FIGURE 3. Example of automatic area-feature name placement. 
the line section before it can be combined with the distance from the center of the 
line segment to determine the 'desirability' of the name position. 
Post-Processing Editor 
Although it is intended that the annotation system be completely automatic, it is 
clear that some provision must be included for interactive editing of the result. 
The purpose of such editing is to improve the appearance of the map, to correct 
data errors, and to correct possible mistakes made by the system. 
C U R R E N T STATUS AND D I S C U S S I O N 
Currently, the area and point annotation algorithms have been implemented on a 
PRiME-750 computer with a program written in RATFOR, a FORTRAN preproces-
Figure 2.5: An example of automatic area-feature labeling result based on general accepted practice
in cartography. The figure is adapted from [19].
3. Select final point: this step uses a heuristic with a scoring function to determine one
point of the skeleton as the final point for placing the center point of the bounding box.
Boundary labeling
Boundary labeling, th ugh commonly applied in pr ctice, wa first studied by Bekos et al.
in 2004 [29] (later also published as [30]). In their boundary labeling model, the features
are enclosed within a rectangle, each label is connected to its associated feature through a
polygonal line called leader, and no tw leaders intersect. The boundary labeling problem
can be defined as follows. Given is a set P = p1, . . . , pn of points and an axis-parallel rectangle
R that contains P . Each point, or site, pi is associated with an axis-parallel rectangular open
label, where open means that the border of the label is not part of the label. The labels have
to be placed and connected to their corresponding sites by leaders, such that i) no two labels
intersect, ii) no two leaders intersect, iii) the labels lie outside R but touch R, and iv) each
leader lies inside R.
Typically additional requirements or restrictions are made to the boundary labeling prob-
lem. For example, only certain restricted types of leaders may be allowed (examples of leader
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Figure 3 Demonstration for the skeleton solution 
Obviously it has an advantage against the previous approach, the centroid of an area, it considers the shape of the area. 
Just as the centroid it does not guarantee the non-violation of the area border.  
 
4. LABELLING WITH EROSION 
 
Until now we presented different approaches and demonstrated their disadvantages. As we have seen in section 3.2 we 
have to consider not only the shape of the area, but also the dimension of the label. Therefore all necessary  information 
to be considered will be, generally speaking, transferred to the area. This can be achieved by erosion of the area, which 
is presented in the next section. To incorporate the shape into the placement process it will be considered in the next 
step. Therefore the skeleton of the eroded area will be derived. This reduces the number of possible solutions. To gain 
one final solution a scoring function is used.  
 
  
Figure 4 The result with the designed algorithm 
 
4.1. Erosion of an area 
The erosion process reduces the area in dependence of the horizontal and vertical dimension of the bounding box. This 
box is called erosion operator (Figure 5). The condensed description of the process is as follows:. Suppose the bounding 
box is a rectangular brush. If (the centroid of) the brush is moved along the border of the area, the painted region is a 
kind of buffer. Subtracting this painted region from the original area we obtain the eroded one. This process is shown in 
Figure 5.  
 
 
Figure 5 Erosion step with a simple case result; (a) the origin and the erosion operator; (b) erosion process; (c) the 
result Figure 2.6: Example of the erosion step of the algorithm by Dörschlag et al. [50] (a) the origin area
and the bounding box (b) the erosion process (c) the result. The figure is adapted directly from the
paper.
types see Figure 2.7). The number of line segments of each leader might be restricted and
also the type the line segments might be restricted. Other requirements consider the length of
the leaders, e.g. the total length of all leaders should be minimal or the total number of bends
of all leaders should be minimal. There might also be a fixed point – called label port - on the
side of the label that touches R and where the corresponding leader has to be connect to the
label, e.g. the middle point of the edge.
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2. Defining and modeling the problem
We consider the following problem. Given an axis-parallel rectangle R = [lR, rR]× [bR, tR] of width W = rR − lR
and height H = tR − bR , and a set P ⊂ R of n sites pi = (xi, yi), each associated with an axis-parallel rectangular
open label li of width wi and height hi , our task is to find a legal or an optimal leader-label placement. Our criteria
for a legal leader-label placement are the following:
1. Labels have to be disjoint.
2. Labels have to lie outside R, close to the boundary of R.
3. Leader ci connects site pi with label li for 1! i ! n.
4. Intersections of leaders with other leaders, sites or labels are not allowed.
5. The ports where leaders touch labels may be fixed (the center of a label edge, say) or may be arbitrary (sliding
ports).
In this paper we present algorithms that compute legal leader-label placements (for brevity, simply referred to as
labelings) for various types of leaders defined below, but we also approach optimal placements according to the
following two objective functions:
• short leaders (minimum total length) and
• simple leader layout (minimum number of bends).
These criteria have been adopted from the area of graph drawing since leaders do not play a significant role in the
label-placement literature. In Zoraster’s work [26], the leader length is only indirectly minimized by ranking the
above-mentioned 24 label positions such that positions closer to the site are favored. We will evaluate the two criteria
under two models for drawing leaders. In the first model we require that each leader is rectilinear, i.e., a connected
sequence of orthogonal line segments. In the second model each leader is drawn as a straight-line segment.
A rectilinear leader consists of a sequence of axis-parallel segments that connects a site with its label. These
segments are either parallel (p) or orthogonal (o) to the side of the bounding rectangle R to which the label is
attached. This notation yields a classification scheme for rectilinear leaders: let a type be an alternating string over the
alphabet {p,o}. Then a leader of type t = t1 . . . tk consists of an x- and y-monotone connected sequence (e1, . . . , ek)
of segments from site to label, where each segment ei has the direction that the letter ti prescribes. In this paper we
focus on leaders of the types po (se Fig. 2) and po (see Figs. 1(b) and 3). We consider type-o leaders to be of type
opo and of type po as well. We extend this notation by referring to straight-line leaders as type-s leaders; see Fig. 4.
For each type-opo leader we further insist that the central p-segment is immediately outside the bounding rec-
tangle R and is routed in a so-called track-routing area. We assume that the width of the track-routing area is fixed
and large enough to accommodate all leaders with a sufficient distance. Due to this assumption the total length of the
o-segments of all leaders is identical in all label-leader placements. Thus we are left with optimizing the length of
the p-segments. Minimizing the width of the track-routing area for a given mini um leader distance is an interesting
problem in its lf, which is not the topic of this work.
We start with a negative result. Assume that the labels must be attached either to the right or to the left side of the
rectangle R and that their heights are not equal. Furthermore, assume that the label heights sum up to twice the height
of R. Clearly, the task of assigning the labels to the two sides corresponds to the well known problem PARTITION,
which is weakly NP-complete [11]. Because of the NP-completeness of the general problem, it is reasonable to study
Fig. 2. Type-po leaders. Fig. 3. Type-opo leaders. Fig. 4. Type-s leaders.Figure 2.7: Examples of leader types in boundary labeling. The figure is adapted from [30].
Many boundary labeling algorithms are proposed for different leader types and different
sides of R. It was shown in [30] that the boundary labeling problem where each leader has
only one line segment, i.e. the leader is a straight line, can be solved in time O(n logn).
The same time bound holds also for the corresponding one-sided boundary labeling problem
[30]. A recent overview on boundary labeling problems where leaders have more than one
line-segment is in [28]. Nöllenburg et al. [99] considered the scenario of one-sided boundary
labeling where the user can interactively select regions of interest by zooming and panning the
map. Problem of two-sided boundary labeling with adjacent sides is dealt in [79]. Huang et al.
[69] extended boundary labeling with flexible label positions so that labels do not necessarily
form only one single stack and the two ends of label stacks can extend over the sides of
the map. They showed that when using nonuniform-size labels, almost all of the total leader
length minimization problems are NP-complete.
Map labeling requirements in LIFE-SDVS
The city map in LIFE-SDVS is based on the data set provided by the Leipzig city government.
The data set contains coordinates of the border points of the administrative regions at two lev-
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els: Ortsteile and Stadtbezirke. These given regions are used to present the results obtained
by the LIFE assessments. For the visual representation, short labels such as the Ortsteile
IDs can be used to denote the regions. Furthermore, it is also desirable to show statistical
graphics or symbols in each region of Leipzig. Inspired by Figure 2.2, the long label texts that
can not be fitted into the regions can be placed outside of the map area. For such boundary
labeling, the leaders connect a point in each region and extend to the margins of the map.
Consequently, good positions within each region for placing the short labels, graphics and as
starting point of leaders for the boundary labeling are necessary. These positions are called
labeling positions in this thesis. To find such good labeling positions within regions is one of
the tasks of the label placement problem in LIFE spatial data visualization.
The applicability of map labeling algorithms in LIFE-SDVS
Some fundamental differences restrict the application of the classical map labeling algorithms
on the current stage of LIFE-SDVS. The point-feature label placement algorithms are de-
signed to place text labels adjacent to a given set of point features while the LIFE data set
contains given region border points and good positions for placing labels are yet to be found.
The area-feature label placement algorithms generally aim to place label text along the base-
line within the associated area but LIFE-SDVS does not limit to show text within each region
but also graphics. The algorithm proposed by Dörschlag et al. [50] has similar objectives, i.e.
to find a good labeling position of an area in map. However, the authors gave only the con-
ceptual descriptions on how the algorithm was structured but not a detailed depiction. Thus,
some missing information makes the application of the algorithm difficult. Furthermore, there
is also no indication of how good the algorithm works. To solve the boundary labeling problem
in LIFE-SDVS, a similar idea to that of Bekos et al. [30] is applied.
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ponents
This chapter explains the conceptual design of LIFE-SDVS. In the first section the architecture
of LIFE-SDVS is introduced. The different software components and their relationship to the
architecture are described in the second section.
3.1 Architecture of LIFE-SDVS
LIFE-SDVS comprises a three-layered architecture: data source, functionalities and spatial
visualization (Figure 3.1). The data source is the LIFE research database containing the
assessment results of the LIFE-Adult-Study and the LIFE-Child-Study. The functionalities
consists of two main components: data access and data preprocessing. Data access is for
accessing the LIFE database by SQL queries to obtain the raw data. The raw data is then
preprocessed using functionalities including filters, statistical aggregation and standardiza-
tion. The output statistics of data preprocessing are used for the spatial visualization layer.
In this layer, the statistics can be displayed on the map of Leipzig. LIFE-SDVS is finally pre-
sented as a web application user interface backed by a web application server. Within the
server, an independent tool is responsible for the map visualization. Through this system, the
users can obtain the data directly from the LIFE database and produce maps interactively.
Additionally, the web application user interface can also function as a web presentation for
displaying the LIFE research results in the different regions of Leipzig on a map.
The programming language R and the Shiny web application framework are chosen to
build the LIFE Spatial Data Visualization System. LIFE-SDVS shall be capable of applying
statistical analysis, plotting graphics, visualizing spatial data on maps and contains an inter-
active web application. All these tasks can be implemented very well by using R and Shiny.
R is a free software environment for statistical computing and graphics [4]. It is one of the
most comprehensive statistical analysis packages available [138]. Guy Harrison argued that
while the commercial statistical software, e.g. SPSS or SAS, “price tags increased, while the
focus on business intelligence did not always align with academic desires... R arguably repre-
sents the most accessible and feature-rich set of statistical routines available” [66]. There are
several other advantages of R. R is backed by the CRAN package repository which currently
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Figure 3.1: Three-layered architecture of LIFE Spatial Data Visualization System.
features 8093 available packages (17th March 2016) [10]. RStudio is a powerful and produc-
tive IDE for R. It’s free, open source and works well on most major operating systems [14].
R, along with python, is the analytic language for big data. Furthermore, R is moving toward
a comprehensive spatial data visualization software [37]. Some of cutting edge algorithms
for spatial statistics are implemented in R before than in any other widely available software
product [33].
The web application user interface and the web application server of LIFE-SDVS are
implemented using Shiny. Shiny is a web application framework for R and is written in R [5].
The interactivity features of Shiny allow users of LIFE-SDVS to define the data to be visualized
and to use it as a map generation tool.
3.2 Software components of LIFE-SDVS
The three-layered architecture of LIFE-SDVS is implemented with two software components:
the visualization package named lifemap and the LIFE Shiny Application (Figure 3.2). The
visualization package lifemap is an independent, self-contained R package that produces
the maps. The design of gathering all the map visualization functions as its own package
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Figure 3.2: The relationship of three-layered architecture and the software components of LIFE Spatial
Data Visualization System. The map visualization tool in the spatial visualization layer is implemented
in the R package lifemap. The connectivity to the LIFE database, the data preprocessing layer and
the web application are realized in the LIFE Shiny Application.
reduces the complexity of the LIFE Shiny Application and makes the software maintenance
simpler. The LIFE Shiny Application builds the skeleton of LIFE-SDVS. It contains the data
access and data preprocessing components in the functionalities layer and also the web ap-
plication user interface and the web application server in the spatial visualization layer.
The package lifemap turns the spatial data into maps of Leipzig and add additional fea-
tures onto these maps. The main features include displaying aggregated statistics on each
region of Leipzig, placing labels in good positions within each region and providing customiz-
able boundary labeling function. To realize these features, the lifemap package supplies
two plotting functions: plot_continuous and plot_categorical. The former visualizes
the continuous data of the assessments in LIFE database and the later is for visualizing cat-
egorical data. To enhance the aesthetics of the maps produced, the lifemap package is
equipped with two self-developed labeling algorithms: the Label Positioning Algorithm (LPA)
and the Label Alignment Algorithm (LAA). LPA aims to find good positions within each region
on the map for placing labels or statistical graphics (see Section 5.1). The boundary labeling
function places the labels of the regions outside of the map and uses leaders to connect the
regions with their labels. These leaders might intersect with each other when the labels are
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not placed in a proper order. The objective of LAA is to find a proper ordering of the boundary
labels, i.e. to solve the intersection problem of the leaders (Section 5.2.2).
The second software component of LIFE-SDVS is the LIFE Shiny Application (LSA). The
application acts as a web presentation platform for the maps and at the same time is also
an interactive map generation tool itself (details see Chapter 6). The LSA server imports the
lifemap package and uses its plotting functions to visualize the maps. The generated maps
are then displayed on the LSA user interface. By interacting with the LSA user interface, the
users can choose which data to be displayed on the map, use the filter functions to select only
a subset of the data to visualize and to customize many map features to generate maps for
publications or for reports. These functions involve the interactions of the LSA data access
unit, the LSA data preprocessing unit and the spatial visualization in the LSA user interface
and the LSA server (Figure 3.2).
The following chapter introduces what kind of data types in the LIFE research database
are visualized and the functionalities of the LSA data preprocessing unit. Chapter 5 presents
the map visualization package lifemap, its plotting functions and the two labeling algorithms:
LPA and LAA. Chapter 6 describes the structure of the LIFE Shiny Application, mainly focusing
on the LSA data access unit, the LSA user interface and the LSA server.
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In this chapter, the LSA data preprocessing unit, a component of the functionalities layer of
LIFE-SDVS is introduced (Figure 3.2). The main functionalities in this unit are filter, statistics
and standardization. After the raw data has been obtained directly from the LIFE research
database by SQL queries, users can use filters to specify which data subset to be visualized.
Moreover, depending on the data types, different statistics can be applied for the visualization
on map and for displaying in a data table on the LSA user interface. At the end of the chapter,
the age structures of the reference population are determined for the age-standardization of
different gender groups.
Data types to visualize
LIFE-SDVS aims to visualize two data types from the LIFE database: continuous data and
categorical data. Continuous data are numeric values such as the number of sampled in-
dividuals of an assessment, the age of a proband or the measurements of blood pressure.
Categorical data are the data of categorical nature, e.g. the gender of probands, or the quan-
titative data that have been converted into that form. For example, the body mass index (BMI)
data in LIFE database are available both in continuous form (index values between 16 and
58) and in categorical form (category 1 to 4, 1 is underweight and 4 is obese). Users can
select two region levels to show the statistics on the map: nine Stadtbezirke or 63 Ortsteile.
The two different data types are visualized differently on map of Leipzig. Various cogni-
tive research recommend that choropleth map style is good for map showing patterns ([84],
[89], [105], [107], [137]). Hence for the continuous data, choropleth map style is used to
display different ranges of means, medians and absolute frequencies (number of sampled
individuals) in different regions of Leipzig. Age-standardized means can also be displayed for
three gender categories: both genders, male and female (Section 4.3). For the categorical
data, pie charts or bar charts for each region display the absolute frequencies of different
attribute categories.
Data preprocessing pipelines
To visualize different types of maps for the two data types, different data preprocessing pro-
cesses are needed. Figure 4.1 shows the data preprocessing pipelines for continuous data
and categorical data. The same filter functions are applicable for both data types. Different
statistical approaches are applied to different data types. The details are described in Section
4.1 and Section 4.2 for continuous and categorical data, respectively. The age-standardization
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method introduced in Section 2.3 can be applied to the means of continuous data to obtain
the standardized means (Figure 4.1(b)).
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(a) Continuous data
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(b) Categorical data
Figure 4.1: Data preprocessing pipelines in LIFE-SDVS. Subfigure (a) shows the pipeline for continu-
ous data and subfigure (b) shows the pipeline for categorical data. Main data processing components
are in green boxes and the items in the gray boxes are the outputs. The means of continuous data can
further be standardized.
Filters
The user can utilize the filter function to visualize particular sub groups of data. Among the
many assessment data stored in the LIFE database, three attributes are common in all the
analysis. These are (1) gender, (2) age, and (3) absolute frequency. Hence, these three
attributes are chosen for the filter function on both continuous data and categorical data.
The gender filter specifies if the data of only male, only female or of both genders shall be
visualized. Currently, LIFE-SDVS focuses on the visualization on data of LIFE-Adult-Study,
hence the age filter contains three age groups: (18,40], (40,60], and (60,80+]. If in a region
only limited number of participants attended an assessment, the statistics obtained based on
this small sample is not representative. Therefore, the absolute frequency filter allows the
user to set a minimum absolute frequency of a region. In the visualization of continuous data,
the regions with sample size less than the threshold are colored in a specific color to indicate
there is too little or no data available in the region. Similarly, the pie charts or bar charts are
absent in such regions in the visualization of categorical data.
4.1 Data preprocessing of continuous data
Format of raw data
Each row of the raw data contains the information of one proband D = (R,G,A,V ), where R
is in which region the proband lives, e.g. the Ortsteil ID, G and A are the gender and age of
the proband, respectively, and V is the value of the continuous data to be visualized. Table
4.1 shows an example from hand grip strength data. Columns region, gender and age are
needed for the filter functions.
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Table 4.1: Format of the raw data for the continuous data visualization in LIFE-SDVS. Here shows
the partial data of the hand grip strength collected in LIFE. Column region is the Ortsteile ID of the
proband. Column value is the measured hand grip strength value.
region gender age value
90 2 63 30
11 1 63 46
13 2 35 38
52 2 28 26
52 2 69 21
Statistics aggregated by filter conditions
Various statistics are displayed on the LSA user interface for continuous data. In addition to
the visualization of the mean, median and absolute frequency on the map, a data table is
also shown. Each row in the data table displays the information of a region on the map. The
information comprises the region IDs, absolute frequency, mean, standard deviation, standard
error, median and 95% confidence intervals. If the gender filter is applied and only a subgroup
of the gender is selected to display (i.e. only male or only female), a column containing the
selected gender is also shown in the data table. Similarly, a specific age group is displayed
(i.e. (18,40], (40,60] or (60,80+]) if the age filter is applied.
To obtain the statistics for the map visualization and the data table, the raw data are
aggregated with the following function:
In the function arguments at line 1, in_gender and in_age are specified by the gender
and age filter, respectively. Aggregation by region (i.e. groupvars = "region") returns
the statistics for each region of Leipzig. The filter() (line 4), group_by() (line 5) and
summarise() (line 7) functions are supplied by R package dplyr. The functions within
dplyr::summarise() returns the absolute frequency (num), mean of the values (mean) and
standard deviation (sdV) of each group data. Further functions quantile(value, 0.25)
and quantile(value, 0.75) (line 9) return the first and third quantiles, respectively, and
the function median() returns the second quantile. The function mutate of package dplyr
enables rowwise computation of data frame in R. The following code shows the application of
mutate function to obtain the standard error (se), the lower bound (lci) and upper bound
(uci) of the 95% confidence interval of each region (row):
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where the inputData is the output of the previous function get_group_data_con.
4.2 Data preprocessing of categorical data
Format of raw data
The raw data format for categorical data visualization is similar to that for continuous data.
Each row of the raw data contains the information of one proband D = (R,G,A,C), where
R, G and A are the region, gender and age of the proband, respectively, and C contains the
information to which category the proband belongs (Table 4.2).
Table 4.2: Format of the raw data for the categorical data visualization in LIFE-SDVS. Shown are
only the partial data of the BMI collected in LIFE. Column region is the Ortsteile ID of the proband.
Column category is the BMI category the proband belongs to.
region gender age category
95 2 44 2
40 2 41 2
15 2 68 3
64 2 58 4
21 1 48 2
The values in the category column in the raw data are coded numerically. The text
denotation for these codes are defined in the so-called Derivattabelle in the LIFE research
database (an example of a Derivattabelle is attached in Appendix B). The codes and their
corresponding text denotation are extracted as a metadata view. The legends of the maps
are the obtained from this view.
Statistics aggregated by filter conditions
Absolute frequencies of each category of an assessment (e.g. BMI) are displayed in pie
charts or bar charts within each region of Leipzig. The corresponding program code is as
follows:
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Similar to the function get_group_data_con for continuous data, the raw data can be
filtered by specific gender and age groups and aggregated by region IDs (line 5-6). Moreover,
an aggregation of the absolute frequency of each category is applied (line 6). In contrast
to continuous data, dplyr::summarise() function only applied on the absolute frequency
(num in line 8):
4.3 Standardization
For the visualization of continuous data, the means of a certain assessment (e.g. hand grip
strength) in each region can be shown on the map. A mean calculated so far is the average
of the measured values of the sampled participants within each region. These means have
to be standardized if the age structures within each region are different (see Section 2.3 for
more detail). Table 4.3 shows examples of the age structures of the population with age > 20
years in three selected Leipzig Ortsteile. Half of the population with age between 20 and 80+
in Ortsteil Schleußig consists of individuals less than 40 years old. On the contrary, there are
almost 60% of the inhabitants in Grünau-Ost are with age over 60 years. Comparing these two
Ortsteile, the age structure in Eutritzsch area is more evenly distributed, with the age group
(20,40] having only 8% more population than the other age groups. The age structures of
male and female show a similar trend as the both_gender structure in Schleußig and Grünau-
Ost. However, in Eutritzsch, the second largest age group of male population is (40,60] (34%)
and the third is the age group (60, 80+] (30.3%). In contrast, the second largest age group of
female is (60, 80+] (34.9%), while the age group (40,60] consists only 28.3% of the Eutritzsch
female population. This example shows that it is important not only applying standardization
on age structure based on both_gender, different age structure of different genders shall also
be applied.
Table 4.3: Proportions of population size (in %) in three age groups in three Leipzig Ortsteile in year
2013. The data is derived from the Ortsteilkatalog 2014 [125]
age group
Schleußig (OT50) Grünau-Ost (OT61) Eutritzsch (OT93)
both_gender male female both_gender male female both_gender male female
(20,40] 52.5 52.2 52.7 16.5 18.8 14.6 38.7 40.6 36.9
(40,60] 30.2 32.2 28.3 24.4 25.5 23.6 31.0 34.0 28.3
(60,80+] 17.3 15.6 19.0 59.1 55.8 61.8 30.3 25.3 34.9
population 9680 4621 5059 6672 2943 3729 10534 5013 5521
The direct standardization method is carried out on the means of each region. To ap-
ply Equation 2.1, the age structure of the reference population is needed. Since the LIFE
adult data are mostly collected between years 2011 and 2015, the population structure of city
Leipzig in year 2013 is taken as the reference population. Table 4.4 shows the weights of each
age stratum w(ref)k in three gender categories derived from the Leipzig Ortsteilkatalog
2014 [125]. Among the adult population in Leipzig (age > 18) about 40% are under age 40
and each of the other two age groups takes up about 30%. This age distribution projects
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roughly that of the male adult population in Leipzig. However, female population is comprised
of about 35% in age group (18-40] and (60-80+], and about 30% of age group (40-60].
In total, three age-adjusted standardization instances are applied, depending on which
gender category is selected to be visualized with the gender filter. When both_gender are
selected to be visualized on the map, the weights in the column both_gender in Table 4.4
are used. Similarly, the weights in column male or column female are applied when the data
for each gender are displayed (Table 4.4).
Table 4.4: Proportions of each age group of Leipzig population in three gender categories. These
values are used as w(ref)k for each age stratum for the standardization of means. Data are derived
from the population structure of Leipzig in year 2013 from Ortsteilkatalog 2014 [125]
age group both_gender male female
(18,40] 0.39 0.40 0.37
(40,60] 0.30 0.32 0.28
(60,80+] 0.31 0.28 0.35
total population 539,348 262,336 277,012
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This chapter demonstrates the main components of the visualization package lifemap in
LIFE-SDVS, including two map labeling algorithms and two R plotting functions. Section 5.1
describes the Label Positioning Algorithm that aims to find good labeling positions within
regions of a map. Section 5.2 explains on how continuous data is visualized in LIFE-SDVS.
In addition to the internal labeling feature, boundary labeling is also realized as described in
Section 5.2.1. The second labeling algorithm, Label Alignment Algorithm, is applied to solve
the leader intersection problem in boundary labeling (see Section 5.2.2). Section 5.3 gives
details the implementation of both map labeling algorithms in R. Section 5.4 demonstrates the
visualization of categorical data.
5.1 Label Positioning Algorithm
For spatial data visualization on maps good labeling positions within each region are essential.
The labeling positions are for placing labels or graphics inside regions. Moreover, they can
be the starting points of leaders for boundary labeling. Geospatial data consist often of sets
of points where each set defines a border of a region and the points are usually stored as
coordinates (for an example see Figure 5.1). Even though there is no exact definition on an
optimal label placement of a region, the following informal criteria can be used as practical
guidelines for good labeling positions:
1. labeling position shall locate inside the region
2. labeling position shall keep good distance from any point of the region border so that
labels do not overlap with the border excessively
3. labeling position shall roughly situate in the middle of the region for better visual effects
A common practice of setting labeling positions within each region is to use the centroids,
i.e. the arithmetic mean position of all border points of the region:
xcentroid = ∑ki=1xi
k
(5.1)
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Figure 5.1: Border of the Ortsteil Zentrum in city Leipzig. The geospatial data for this border consist
of k = 156 points and each point is represented by a pair of x− and y−coordinates.
where xcentroid is the x coordinate of a centroid point, xi is the x coordinate of the border point
i and the total number of border points of the region is k. The calculation for ycentroid is analog.
To compute the centroids of spatial data in R, the gCentroid function in the package rgeos
can be used. Though not explicitly explained in the function description, a proof calculation
confirms that the function does calculate the centroid points according to Equation 5.1. Figure
5.2 shows the resulting labeling positions denoted with IDs of each Ortsteil in Leipzig.
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Figure 5.2: Map of Leipzig with IDs of Ortsteile positioned at the centroid points of each region.
The application of centroids as labeling points on the Leipzig map shows several vio-
lations of the criteria for good labeling positions. The label of Ortsteil 53 (OT53, this format
is used to denote an Ortsteil along with its ID throughout this thesis) locates outside of its
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area (filled with purple color). Many of the centroid points are too close to the border, such
as OT10, OT51, OT72, OT81, OT93 (filled with blue color). Some centroid points (e.g., OT15,
OT41, OT55, OT82) satisfy criteria (1) and (2), but do not situate close to the middle of the
respective Ortsteil so that the visual effects still can be improved (filled with brown color).
To obtain better labeling positions, a new algorithm is proposed, namely the Label Posi-
tioning Algorithm (LPA). LPA aims to obtain good labeling positions for irregular shaped poly-
gons. LPA is a generic algorithm, i.e. its application is not limited to the map of Leipzig. For
a generic description, the following text utilizes the term ’x-coordinate’ to represent longitude,
the term ’y-coordinate’ represents latitude and the term ’polygon’ represents a geographical
region.
LPA starts from finding the middle point of the polygon so that the labeling position lo-
cates roughly in the middle of the polygon. Further, with one- or two-step adjustments, another
four candidate positions are generated. Among these five candidates, the point with largest
minimum distance from the polygon border is selected as the labeling position for the polygon.
Section 5.1.1 and Section 5.1.2 describe the concepts of LPA and Section 5.1.4 shows more
details on the actual deployment of the algorithm.
5.1.1 Five candidates of Label Positioning Algorithm
The five candidates of LPA are:
1. the middle point pm:
coordinates of pm ∶ (xpm , ypm) = (xmax − xmin2 , ymax − ymin2 ) (5.2)
2. one-step x-adjusted point p1x:
coordinates of p1x = (xp1xr − xp1xl
2
, ypm) (5.3)
3. one-step y-adjusted point p1y:
coordinates of p1y = (xpm , yp1yt − yp1yb2 ) (5.4)
4. two-step x and then y-adjusted point p2xy:
coordinates of p2xy = (xp1xr − xp1xl
2
,
yp2yt − yp2yb
2
) (5.5)
5. two-step y and then x-adjusted point p2yx:
coordinates of p2yx = (xp2xr − xp2xl
2
,
yp1yt − yp1yb
2
) (5.6)
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Figure 5.3: One-step position adjustments of LPA on OT75. (a) one-step x position adjustment
starting from the middle point, pm. Point p1x is the x adjusted position with x-coordinate is the mean of
the x-coordinates of p1xr and p1xl. In (b), the point in green color is the middle point pm. The point in
yellow color is the one-step x adjusted position p1x and the point in blue is the one-step y adjusted
position p1y.
Middle point:
Equation 5.2 presents the formula used to calculate the ’middle point’ pm of a polygon. The
notations xmax and xmin are the maximum and minimum values of x-coordinates among all
polygon border points, respectively. The notations for the y-coordinates are analog. LPA uses
pm as the initial labeling position candidate.
One-step adjustments:
Starting from pm, two further candidates are generated by a so-called one step adjustment :
each candidate keeps either the x- or y- coordinates of the middle point pm (the starting point
of the one-step adjustments) and the other corresponding coordinate position is obtained by
taking again the middle position from the polygon border points with the given respective x-
or y- coordinates. The aim of taking the mean of the two border points is to shift the label-
ing point away from the border. Figure 5.3(a) shows an example using OT75 (Burghausen-
Rückmarsdorf) to illustrate the one-step x position adjustment. In the example, the middle
point of the polygon pm is quite close to the right border. Instead, it should be located in the
middle at the same y-coordinate level, i.e. an adjustment of the x-coordinate is needed. To
achieve this, LPA takes the right and left points of the polygon border which have the same
y-coordinate (i.e. p1xr and p1xl in Figure 5.3(a)) and computes the mean of the x-coordinates
of these two points (Equation 5.3). This new x-coordinate and the y-coordinate of the middle
point pm forms the second LPA candidate: p1x (in the subscript, 1 for one step and x for x-
adjusted). Correspondingly, the third labeling position candidate is obtained by the one-step
y position adjustment in which the x-coordinate of pm is used as the x-coordinate of this new
point, p1y, and the y-coordinate of p1y is the mean of the y-coordinate of the border point on
the top, p1yt, and that of the border point at the bottom (Equation 5.4). Figure 5.3(b) shows
the resulting two candidates from the one-step adjustments in OT75. Note that depending
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Figure 5.4: Two-step position adjustments of LPA on OT75. (a) two-step x and then y position
adjustment starting from the middle point, pm. (b) shows candidates generated by two-step
adjustments in OT75. The point in red color is p2xy and the point in purple color is p2yx. The point in
green color is the middle point pm.
on the dataset, the border points for the x position adjustments (i.e. p1xr and p1xl) might not
have exactly the same y-coordinate as the middle point. Similarly, while locating p1yt and
p1yb for one-step y adjustment, there might not exist two border points which have the same
x-coordinates as the middle point. Section 5.1.4 describes more details on how these border
points are located for the position adjustments.
Two-step adjustments:
The two-step position adjustments take the one-step x or y adjusted positions as starting
points and a further one step y or x position adjustment, respectively, is carried out. Equation
5.5 shows the coordinates of the fourth candidate, p2xy. In the subscript, 2 is for two steps
and xy is for the fact that the adjustments are firstly done in x-coordinate and then in y-
coordinate. The candidate p2xy uses the x-coordinate of the one-step x-adjusted point p1x
as its own x-coordinate. Its y-coordinate is computed by taking the mean of the y-coordinate
of the border point on the top (p2yt) and the y-coordinate of the border point at the bottom
(p2yb) (Figure 5.4(a)). The fifth candidate p2yx is generated by firstly one-step y-adjusted
point as in the third candidate and then a further x position adjustment (Equation 5.6). Both
candidates obtained by two-step adjustments of OT75 are shown in Figure 5.4(b). As in one-
step adjustments, depending on the dataset, the border points for position adjustments (i.e.
p2xl and p2xr for x position adjustment, p2yt and p2yb for y position adjustment) might not have
the same x or y-coordinates as the starting points. Details on the deployment of locating the
border points are described in Section 5.1.4.
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Figure 5.5: The five labeling position candidates generated by LPA of OT10 Schönefeld-Abtnaundorf.
The five candidates are: (1) middle point: in green (2) one-step x-adjusted point: in yellow (3) one-step
y-adjusted point: in blue (4) two-step x and then y-adjusted point: in red, and (5) two-step y and then
x-adjusted point: in purple. The numbers are the shortest distances of each candidate to the polygon
border. Since the actual values are very small, for the clarity of displaying, the values shown here were
multiplied by 10,000. The best candidate is marked with a red circle.
5.1.2 Selection of the best candidate in Label Positioning Algorithm
Generating five candidates raises the chance that a good labeling position can be found. The
selection of the best among these five candidate positions, the criteria 2 (page 30) that "the
labeling position shall keep good distance from any point of the region border so that labels
do not overlap with the border excessively" is applied. Therefore, among the five position
candidates generated by LPA (Equation 5.2 ∼ Equation 5.6), the one that locates furthest
away from any polygon border point is selected as the labeling position of LPA.
In the implementation, the Euclidean distances of each candidate to every polygon bor-
der point are calculated. The minimum Euclidean distances to the border points of each
candidate are stored. Figure 5.5 depicts the five candidates and their minimum distances
to the border of OT10 Schönefeld-Abtnaundorf. Each line segment connects a candidate to
the border point with which the minimum Euclidean distance is obtained. The actual shortest
distance values are also shown for each candidate. The best labeling point among these five
candidates is the one with the largest shortest distance, in this case, the two-step y and then
x adjusted position (in purple).
5.1.3 Application of LPA on Leipzig Ortsteile
The resulting best labeling points generated by LPA for all Ortsteile of Leipzig are shown
in Figure 5.6. Judged by the three criteria for good labeling position, the results are good.
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Figure 5.6: Best labeling positions for each Ortsteil of Leipzig found by LPA. The numbers within each
region are the Ortsteil IDs. The same coloring is used as in Figure 5.2 for easier comparison between
the results using centroid and that found by LPA.
No label situates outside of its polygon. Only two of the 63 Ortsteile (OT63, OT70) having
their labels overlap with their polygon borders, mainly due to the fact that these regions are
too narrow to accommodate the labels. Most of the labels locate roughly in the middle of
the polygons. Overall, the visualization effect is much improved from the results generated
by centroids in Figure 5.2. Every of the five candidate types: the middle point and the four
candidates from one-step and two-step adjustments, contribute to the final selected best la-
beling points in the case of Leipzig Ortsteile map (Table 5.1). The one-step y adjustment
and the two-step first x and then y adjustment, both together consists approximately 2/3 of all
solutions.
Table 5.1: Frequency (number of Ortsteile) where each candidate of LPA has been selected as best
labeling position in Leipzig map.
Candidates middle point one-step two-step
x adjusted y adjusted x and then y adjusted y and then x adjusted
Frequency of being selected
as best labeling position
7 6 20 20 10
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Table 5.2: First five rows of the polygon data of OT75 sorted in ascending order by column y_diff.
Values in column p_id are the IDs of each polygon point. Column y_diff contains the difference be-
tween the y_coord of the polygon point and that of the middle point of OT75 (ypm[OT75] = 51.34522).
The point at the first row (colored in green) is the p1xr of OT75 for the one-step x position adjustment.
The point at the other side of the polygon is the p1xl (colored in purple).
p_id x_coord y_coord y_diff
13569 12.27484 51.34522 6.13192E-07
13576 12.28076 51.34522 5.30197E-06
13579 12.28381 51.34524 1.88210E-05
13803 12.24792 51.34525 2.44024E-05
13578 12.28370 51.34520 2.57770E-05
5.1.4 Locating border points for position adjustments
Every step of the position adjustment in LPA needs to find the two border points that have the
same x- or y-coordinate as the starting point (e.g. Figure 5.3(a)). In other words, an x position
adjustment in LPA needs to find the two border points that have the same y-coordinate as
the starting point and a y position adjustment needs to find the two border points that have
the same x-coordinate as the starting point. For example, the one-step x position adjustment
starts from the middle point pm and the horizontal shift on the x position is given by the mean
of the x-coordinates of the two border points p1xr and p1xl (see Figure 5.3(a)). Ideally, LPA
locates these border points by screening through all the border points of the polygon and
finds the two points having the same y-coordinate as the middle point pm. However, such
points might not exist in the available dataset. For this reason, these points are defined as the
border points with their y-coordinates having minimum difference to the y-coordinate of the
starting point and both locate on different sides of the starting point (e.g. Figure 5.3(a)). For
the position adjustments with vertical shift (at y-axis), LPA finds the borders points with their
x-coordinates having minimum difference to the x-coordinate of the starting point and both
locate on either top or bottom side of the starting point (e.g. Figure 5.4(a)).
Table 5.2 shows the example of locating border points for the one-step x position ad-
justment in OT75. Every row is a polygon border point. The starting point for the position
adjustment is the middle point pm[OT75] with the coordinates (12.27247, 51.34522). Column
y_diff contains the differences between the y-coordinate of the border point and that of the
middle point. The rows are sorted ascending by y_diff. The first row, the one with mini-
mum y-coordinate difference to the starting point (with green color background), has larger
x-coordinate than the starting point (12.27484 and 12.27247, respectively). Therefore, it is
the p1xr on Figure 5.3(a). The p1xl (with purple color background) is the first border point that
has smaller x-coordinate than the starting point, i.e. on the left hand side of the middle point.
Algorithm 5.1 shows the pseudo codes of LPA. For each polygon, the first candidate, the
middle point, is generated using Equation 5.2 (line 1). For each of the four other candidates, a
position adjustment consists of two functions: locateBorderPoints() and determineCoordinates().
The process to locateBorderPoints() (line 3) is described in Section 5.1.4. The coordinates
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of each candidate are determined with Equations 5.3 - 5.6 (line 4). The best candidate posi-
tion is selected as explained in Section 5.1.2 (line 6-9).
Algorithm 5.1 Label Positioning Algorithm (LPA)
Input: all border points of a polygon
Output: the best labeling position
1: generate first candidate, i.e., the middle point
2: for each of the four other candidates do
3: locateBorderPoints()
4: determineCoordinates()
5: end for
6: for each candidate do
7: calculateMinimumDistanceToBorder()
8: end for
9: select the candidate with largest minimum distance to border as best labeling position
Further considerations of LPA
There are two further considerations when LPA is to apply in other regions on earth. The
locating of the border points for position adjustments in LPA is based on all border points
having positive x-coordinate and y-coordinate values (Section 5.1.4). This assumption does
not affect the applicability of LPA in almost all the geographical regions on earth apart from the
small areas extending over the meridian of 180° longitude, e.g. Iultinskiy rayon, Chukotskiy in
Russia.
The other consideration is that the current LPA is not yet able to deal with cases where a
starting point for position adjustment locates outside of the polygon. The locating of the border
points for position adjustments (Section 5.1.4) functions when one border point locates on one
side of the starting point and the other point on the other side of the starting point. When the
starting point locates outside of the polygon, the two border points might locate on the same
side of the starting point. This problem can possibly be solved by clustering the border points
and setting thresholds to distinguish if a border point is on the left/right or top/bottom border
of the polygon.
5.2 Visualization of continuous data in LIFE-SDVS
The continuous data in LIFE is visualized by the plotting function plot_continuous (Figure
5.7). Function plot_continuous is based on the R plotting system ggplot2 [2]. The data
for plotting map and labels are given in Figure 5.7 line 3. The statistics of LIFE data are
shown on the map of Leipzig using choropleth map style. For example, coloring the regions
with the means of hand grip strength of the population in Ortsteile of Leipzig results in the
map shown in Figure 6.3. To color the regions, users can assign a data frame containing
two columns: (1) the IDs of each region (2) the statistics of each region to the fill_data
argument in plot_continuous (Figure 5.7 line 15). For example, a data frame consists
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of the column region and column mean in Table 7.1. It is also possible to customize some
aesthetic features such as label size, font and enabling legend (line 16). Setting alpha value
as 0 removes the coloring of the regions (line 16).
Figure 5.7: Arguments in plotting function plot_continuous to enable boundary labeling and choro-
pleth maps for continuous data in LIFE-SDVS.
The label positions found by LPA show good results on the map of Leipzig labeled with
Ortsteil IDs (Figure 5.6). However, when long label texts are needed, e.g., replacing IDs with
names of the Ortsteile, the outcome is not satisfactory (Figure 5.8). Boundary labeling, i.e.
to place labels on the margins outside of the map, can solve this problem of overcrowding.
Therefore, the following sections describe the realization of boundary labeling in LIFE-SDVS.
Figure 5.8: Map of Leipzig labeled with Ortsteil names at the best labeling positions found by LPA.
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5.2.1 Realization of boundary labeling in LIFE-SDVS
Inspired by the map showing the LIFE results of diabetes in different Ortsteile in Leipzig
(Figure 2.2), boundary labeling in LIFE-SDVS shall fulfill the following conditions:
1. boundary labels are not only for labeling all the regions, but can be used to show se-
lected information. Therefore, the plotting function shall allow the users to define which
labels and information they wish to display
2. to leave the map a clear look, the internal labels can be set invisible
3. no labels at the top of the map but rather placing the labels on the right, left and bottom
of the map
4. easy adjustment of the positions of the labels
5. automatically scaling the distance between labels
Boundary labeling in LIFE-SDVS is realized with the plotting function plot_continuous
(Figure 5.7). The boundary labels are designed to be placed on the left, right and bottom mar-
gins around the map in three corresponding labeling groups: right_group, left_group
and bottom_group (Figure 5.9(a)). Users can assign region IDs to each of these labeling
groups (Figure 5.7 line 5). There are three arguments to set the position of each labeling
group (Figure 5.7 lines 7-9). For example, the position of the right_group is defined by (1)
right_top: the y-coordinate for the label on the top (2) right_bottom: the y-coordinate
for the label on the bottom and (3) left_alignment: the x-coordinate for all the labels in
the right_group (Figure 5.9(b)). The settings for the other two labeling groups are de-
fined analogously. The plotting function plot_continuous sets equal distances between
the labels within each labeling group automatically. The users can also adjust the margin size
to fit the length of the label texts (line 11). Straight lines are chosen as the leader type for
maps since they are simple, often used by professional graphic designers and show good
performance with respect to user readability (comparison in recent discussion [27]).
The labeling positions generated by LPA are used as the starting points of the leaders
which connect each polygon to its boundary label. To avoid the intersection of the leaders,
the order of the labels within each boundary labeling group is important. One simple way is to
determine the order of the boundary labels by the coordinates of the labeling positions within
each polygon. For the labeling groups right_group and left_group, the internal labeling
positions of the polygons are sorted descendant by their y-coordinates and the ones with
larger y-coordinates are placed on the upper positions within their labeling groups. Similarly,
the polygons of the bottom_group are sorted according to the x-coordinates of their internal
labeling positions and the one with larger x-coordinates are placed on the righter positions.
This intuitive way of ordering the labels within each labeling group does not work well and still
results intersection problem (Figure 5.10). Hence, the Label Alignment Algorithm is proposed
to solve the line segment intersection problem of boundary labels.
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Figure 5.9: Design of boundary labeling in LIFE-SDVS. Subfigure (a) shows the three labeling groups
of boundary labels placed around map of Leipzig. Subfigure (b) shows the three arguments for the
position setting of the right_group.
5.2.2 Label Alignment Algorithm
The order of the boundary labels within each labeling group determines if the leaders of
the boundary labels intersect with each other. Which region’s label shall be assigned to
which boundary labeling position is the following alignment problem called - Label Alignment
Problem (LAP). Given a set of internal labeling positions Pin and a set of boundary labeling
positions Pbo. The aim is to find an bijective assignment of the elements in Pin to the elements
in Pbo so that no line intersection occurs. The Label Alignment Algorithm (LAA) is designed to
solve LAP.
Through observing, for example, the right_group in Figure 5.10, one can conclude
that a line-line intersection occurs when the line segment of the boundary label above has
larger slope than the line segment of the boundary label beneath. For example, the line
segment of Ortsteil Mockau-Süd intersects with the line segment of Gohlis-Mitte because the
first line segment is steeper than the second line. Hence, LAA solves the intersection problem
by re-ordering the boundary labels based on their line segment slopes.
Algorithm 5.2 shows the pseudo codes of LAA. For each labeling group, the coordinates
of the internal labeling positions and the coordinates of the boundary labeling positions are
stored in a data frame. The boundary labeling positions are ordered from top to bottom by
y-coordinates for the right_group and the left_group and ordered from right to left by
x-coordinates for the bottom_group (sortBoundaryLabelPositions() at line 1). In each
iteration, LAA takes the topmost or rightmost position and calculates the slopes from this
boundary labeling position to all the internal labeling positions which are not yet been assigned
(computeSlopes() at line 3). The internal labeling position with the minimum slope is then
"assigned" to the boundary labeling position, i.e. its label is placed on this boundary labeling
position (assignBoundaryLabel() at line 4). The ID of the assigned region, its internal labeling
position and the paired boundary labeling position are removed from the input lists before the
next iteration starts (removeAssignedPair()at line 5). Figure 5.11 shows the three boundary
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Figure 5.10: Map of Leipzig with boundary labeling plotted using function plot_continuous without
the Label Alignment Algorithm.
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Figure 5.11: Map of Leipzig with boundary labeling plotted using function plot_continuous with
the application of the Label Alignment Algorithm. The same sets of labeling groups are used as in
Figure 5.10.
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labeling groups containing the same sets of Ortsteile as in Figure 5.10 but with application of
LAA. The intersection problems of the right_group and left_group in Figure 5.10 are
solved by LAA.
Algorithm 5.2 Label Alignment Algorithm (LAA)
Input: a list of region IDs RI = {id1, id2, . . . , idk}, their labeling positions within regions Pin,
a list of boundary labeling positions Pbo
Output: an alignment of region IDs in RI to boundary labeling positions
1: sortBoundaryLabelPositions()
2: for #iteration = 1→ k do
3: computeSlopes()
4: assignBoundaryLabel()
5: removeAssignedPair()
6: end for
5.3 Implementation of map labeling algorithms in R
Label Positioning Algorithm
LPA is implemented as a stand alone R function because for each map it has to be applied
only once. Figure 5.12 presents the actual input requirement and the partial output of the R
function find_label_point.r to obtain the labeling positions of LPA. The users only need
to input a data frame for the labels and a data frame containing border point coordinates of
the polygons, LPA will return a data frame with six coordinate columns:
• mid_x = xp1x
• mid_y = yp1y
• mid_yx_x = xp2yx
• mid_xy_y = yp2xy
• best_x: x-coordinate of the best candidate
• best_y: y-coordinate of the best candidate
The resulting data frame for the Ortsteile of Leipzig is saved as ot_label_points.rdata
and the resulting data frame for the Stadtbezirks is stored in sbz_label_points.rdata.
These data are used for the two plotting functions in the package lifemap. Since LPA is a
generic label position finding algorithm, users can input other label_data and polygon_data
to get their own labeling positions.
Label Alignment Algorithm
The function resolve_intersection in the package lifemap implements LAA. The func-
tion takes two data frames as input: one stores the coordinates of the internal label points of
a labeling group and the other contains the internal labeling positions for that labeling group.
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Label Positioning Algorithm
Output
 id      lat          long   sbz.id sbz.name   ot.name              mid_x       mid_y      mid_yx_x   mid_xy_y   best_x      best_y
00 51.33982 12.37624  0    Mitte         Zentrum           12.37682   51.34016 12.37689    51.34017   12.37682  51.34017
01 51.34561 12.39189   0    Mitte         Zentrum-Ost     12.38568  51.34522 12.38575    51.34542  12.38568  51.34561
02 51.32554 12.39201  0    Mitte         Zentrum-Südost 12.38994  51.32559 12.38994    51.32600  12.38994  51.32600
[ot_label_points.rdata]
Input
sbz.id sbz.name  id    ot.name
   0       Mitte      00  Zentrum
   0       Mitte      01  Zentrum-Ost
   0       Mitte      02  Zentrum-Südost
label_data
long        lat       order  hole      id
12.37947  51.34430   1      FALSE   00
12.37972  51.34420   2      FALSE   00
12.38064  51.34381   3      FALSE   00
polygon_data
[ot_label.rdata]
[ot_polygon.rdata]
Figure 5.12: Required input data frames and the output of LPA in LIFE-SDVS. Here only partial data
are shown from the .rdata files.
The output is a data frame containing which region shall be placed at which boundary label-
ing position. LAA is embedded into the plotting function plot_continuous. Hence, each
call of the plot_continuous will trigger LAA once. This design is proved to be especially
useful when the users change the map settings frequently and interactively in the LIFE Shiny
Application (see Section 6.4).
5.4 Visualization of categorical data in LIFE-SDVS
The categorical type of data in LIFE are visualized as pie charts or bar charts using the plotting
function plot_categorical in the package lifemap. The function plot_categorical
is based on the plot function in R package graphics. The pie charts or bar charts within
each region are placed on the labeling position found by LPA. The barplot function in the
package graphics is used to plot each single bar chart. The coordinates of each bar chart
within each polygon is assignable in the subplot function of the package TeachingDemos.
The pie charts are implemented using the floating.pie function in the package plotrix.
Also from the package plotrix, the function color.legend defines the legend features.
Figure 5.13 shows the arguments of plot_categorical. After specifying the map to
be plotted, either "Ortsteil" or "Stadtbezirk", the respective polygon data and labeling positions
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are assigned inside the function (line 3). The argument inputDf shall contain a data frame
with three columns: (1) id of the regions (2) category names and (3) the absolute frequency
of each category (example see Table 7.5). If the absolute frequency (the number of sampled
individuals) of a region is less than the filterValue, the pie chart or bar chart of the region
will not be displayed (line 3). The users can specify "bar" for bar charts and "pie" for pie charts
in the argument plotType (line 5). Further settings for the legend features and parameters
for the charts are also available in the plot_categorical (Figure 5.13 lines 7-13).
Figure 5.13: Arguments in plotting function plot_categorical in LIFE-SDVS.
The two plotting functions: plot_continuous and plot_categorical in the pack-
age lifemap are the foundation of the visualization of the statistics of LIFE data on map of
Leipzig. To enable users to produce maps more efficiently rather than inputing the values into
these functions manually, an interactive data exploration and map generating tool, namely the
LIFE Shiny Application is constructed (Chapter 6).
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LIFE Shiny Application (LSA) builds the skeleton of LIFE-SDVS (Figure 3.1). LSA is capable
of accessing data directly from the database and processing the raw data for the visualiza-
tion. LSA enables the users to choose which data to be displayed on the map, use the filter
functions to select only a subset of the data to display and to customize many map features
to generate maps for publications or reports. As shown in Figure 3.2, LSA consists of four
architecture components: the LSA user interface, the LSA server, the LSA data preprocessing
unit and the LSA data access unit. The LSA data preprocessing unit has been introduced in
Chapter 4. Hence, this chapter will focus mainly on the other three components.
Section 6.1 gives firstly an overview on the software composition of LIFE Shiny Applica-
tion. The following sections introduce the functionalities of the application, in the same order
as the tabs are available on the LSA user interface. There are two user interfaces in LSA,
one for continuous data and the other for categorical data (see the top navigation tabs on
the screenshot of Figure 6.3). Section 6.2 explains the LSA data access unit and the data
input options on the tab Data. Section 6.3 presents the filter options on tab Filter of the user
interfaces. Since different map styles are used to visualize continuous data and categorical
data, the functionalities for the map features also differ. The map functionalities for continuous
and categorical data are demonstrated, respectively, in Section 6.4 and Section 6.5.
6.1 Software composition of LIFE Shiny Application
Shiny is the web application framework for R [5]. The advantage of using Shiny as web
representation for LIFE data is that it combines the computational power of R with interactive
features. Each Shiny application has two essential R scripts: ui.R and server.R. The script
ui.R contains the code for the web presentation and server.R deals with back end data and
output processing. One way Shiny implements interactivity is called reactive programming:
a three step procedure consists of reactive value (input), reactive expression and output ob-
ject. The input values from a web page are stored in reactive values (in ui.R). They further
invoke the reactive expression via the reactive() function (in server.R). Both reactive
values and reactive expression can be used in output object rendering (in server.R). The
output objects are presented back out to the web page (in ui.R). The reactive() function
ensures that whenever a reactive value is changed (through user input or by program), the re-
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execution of the reactive expression that directly or indirectly depends on that reactive value
will also be triggered automatically.
Figure 6.1 shows a short example for reactive programming. On the data input page of
the LSA user interface (screenshot see Figure 6.3), the users are allowed to choose between
Leipzig map with Ortsteile or Stadtbezirke via input element radioButtons. This input
is stored as the reactive value input$whichmap and is used to retrieve the right labeling
data in the server.R script via Shiny reactive() function. The output output$map is a
renderP lot object and generates the map of Leipzig using the retrieved reactive expression
label_data as an input parameter for the plot_lifemap() function.
shinyUI(fluidPage(
# Step 1: input reactive value
   radioButtons("whichmap","Which Leipzig map?", 
      c("Ortsteil","Stadtbezirk"),
selected = "Ortsteil")
  # output object
    mainPanel(
      plotOutput("map")
    )
))
shinyServer(function(input, output) {
# Step 2: retrieve reactive expression
label_data <- reactive({
  if (input$whichmap == "Stadtbezirk"){
    sbz_label_points
  }else if (input$whichmap == "Ortsteil"){
    ot_label_points
  }
})
# Step 3: reactive expression used in output object
   output$map <- renderPlot({
     plot_lifemap(map_data = map_data,
                  label_data = label_data(), ....)
})
})
ui.R
server.R
Figure 6.1: Example codes for reactive programming in Shiny. These are the actual codes used for
the selection of labeling data for Ortsteil or Stadtbezirk on the data input page (Figure 6.3).
LSA is constructed based on this Shiny ui.R↔ server.R framework. Figure 6.2 shows
the software composition of LSA and its relationship to the architecture components intro-
duced in Chapter 3. The application is composed of seven main R scripts, two ui scripts
for the LSA user interface, two server scripts for the LSA server and three scripts con-
taining functions for data preprocessing and data accessing. The visualization of statistics
in LIFE focuses on two data types: continuous data and categorical data. The continuous
data are visualized as choropleth style maps and the categorical data are visualized as pie
charts or bar charts on maps. For these different ways of visualization, different data pre-
processing methods and plotting functions are used for each data type (see Chapter 4 and
Chapter 5 for details). This design concept of separation based on data types is also applied
to the composition of LSA (Figure 6.2). Consequently, each data type possesses its own
ui, server and data processing scripts (Figure 6.2). There is no communication between
these two sets of scripts, i.e. for example, script server_continuous.r only interacts
with ui_continuous.r but not with ui_categorical.r. For a clearer software structure,
the standardization of continuous data is implemented as a separate data processing script
get_data_standardization.r and it interacts with server_continuous.r directly.
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get_data_continuous.rget_data_categorical.r
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ui_continuous.rui_categorical.r
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Figure 6.2: Software composition of LIFE Shiny Application (LSA) and its relationship to architecture
components. The architecture components of LIFE Shiny Application is introduced in Section 3.2.
Table 6.1 lists the major functions of the R scripts in LSA. The ui scripts determine the
web interface functionalities and construct the web page layout such as where the map and
data table shall be displayed. The server scripts contain the reactive functions to interact
with the ui scripts. Depending on which functionalities the users have selected on the user in-
terfaces, server scripts retrieve them into reactive expressions and enter them as arguments
to the data preprocessing functions defined in the get_data_*.r scripts. The output of the
data preprocessing functions are used for the plotting functions supplied in the visualization
package lifemap. Package lifemap has been loaded in the global environment when LSA
starts. The LSA data access unit (Figure 6.2) locates in both get_data_continuous.r
and get_data_categorical.r scripts. Details about this component are described in the
following Section 6.2. The functions to age-standardization for continuous data are defined in
get_data_standardization.r.
6.2 The LSA data access unit and tab Data
The LSA data access unit of the functionalities layer (Figure 3.2) enables the direct database
access to the data source layer of LIFE-SDVS. The LSA data access unit receives the data
requests from the LSA server, obtains the data from the LIFE database and returns the
data to the LSA server. When the users select a data source through the three data in-
put options (see descriptions below), an SQL query is generated by functions defined in
get_data_continuous.r and get_data_categorical.r scripts. The query is then en-
tered into the data accessing function supplied by the package ROracle, an Oracle Database
interface (DBI) driver for R provided by the ORACLE® Corporation [13], to fetch data from
database. The data stays in get_data_*.r for preprocessing and the results are sent to
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Table 6.1: Seven main R scripts of LIFE Shiny Application and their major functions
continuous data categorical data
ui_continuous.r ui_categorical.r
• construct web page for continuous data
• display choropleth map
• display data table of statistics
• construct web page for categorical data
• display pie or bar charts on map
• display data table of statistics
server_continuous.r server_categorical.r
• reactive functions to retrieve reactive
expressions based on input values selected in
ui_continuous.r
• utilize functions defined in
get_data_continuous.r to generate data
for output objects (e.g. maps and data tables)
• utilize functions defined in
get_data_standardization.r to display
standardized means on map
• use plot_continuous function in package
lifemap to produce reactive map output
• reactive functions to retrieve reactive
expressions based on input values selected in
ui_categorical.r
• utilize functions defined in
get_data_categorical.r to generate data
for output objects (e.g. maps and data tables)
• use plot_categorical function in package
lifemap to produce reative map output
get_data_continuous.r get_data_categorical.r
• obtain LIFE data directly from database using
package ROracle
• generate SQL query for User-defined data
input
• define functions for continuous data
preprocessing
• obtain LIFE data directly from database using
package ROracle
• generate SQL query for User-defined data
input
• define functions for categorical data
preprocessing
get_data_standardization.r
• define functions for age standardization on
means
LSA server for visualization using the plotting functions.
On both continuous and categorical data user interfaces, there are three sources of
inputing data for visualization: Example data, User-defined and Upload data (sidebar
tab Data in Figure 6.3). Default is Example data. For users to explore the functionalities of
the Shiny application, two example data sets are provided (option Example data): hand grip
strength data for the continuous data interface and body mass index (BMI) data in categorical
form for the categorical data interface. To use the User-defined data input option, the users
only need to provide the following attributes to the user interface (in brackets are example
entries of BMI data in continuous form):
• Derivattabelle Name (D00074)
• Feldname of the data to be plotted (D00074_F0004)
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• Feldname of SIC (D00074_F0001)
• Feldname of Erhebungsdatum (D00074_F0002)
These attributes are defined in theDerivattabelle in the LIFE research database. The Derivat-
tabelle of BMI data is attached in Appendix B. "SIC" stands for subject identifier codes and
is generated by a special two-pass encryption program for all participants of the study in or-
der to pseudo-anonymise their data. The attribute "Feldname of Erhebungsdatum" is used
to extract the age of the participants in the SQL query. The User-defined option on the
categorical data user interface uses the attributes of the Socioeconomic Status (SES) data
set as an example.
Figure 6.3: Screenshot of the tab Data on continuous data user interface in LIFE Shiny Application.
This image shows the data input options, varieties of statistics and two region levels (Ortsteil and
Stadtbezirk) available for continuous data. The map shows the means of hand grip strength in each
Leipzig Ortsteile and the numbers are Ortsteile IDs.
Since the users might wish to do extra data cleaning before the data is visualized, LSA
also allows the users to upload their own csv files. The data input in the option Upload
data shall be in compliance with the format introduced in the Table 4.1 for continuous data
and that in the Table 4.2 for categorical data.
In addition to the three input data options on the tab Data of the continuous data user
interface (Figure 6.3), users can also choose which statistics (mean, median or absolute
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frequency) to be visualized on the choropleth map. For both continuous and categorial data
user interfaces, there are also options to which Leipzig map data shall be visualized: Ortsteil
or Stadtbezirk.
6.3 Functionalities on tab Filter
Figure 6.4 displays the screenshot of the tab Filter on the user interface for continuous data.
The tab Filter of categorical data is the same except there is no option for applying age
standardization which is only available for the means of continuous data. The users can
select to display the statistics for different genders and for three age groups: (18,40], (40,60],
(60,80+]. These selections are used as filters in the data preprocessing functions introduced
in Chapter 4. Setting the filter on the absolute frequency forces the regions with sample size
less than the threshold to be colored as too little data (for continuous data) or the bar charts
or pie charts are absent in these regions (for categorical data).
Figure 6.4: Screenshot of the Filter options available in LIFE Shiny Application. The map shows the
age standardized means of hand grip strength in each Ortsteil of Leipzig and the numbers are Ortsteile
IDs. Regions in gray color are those with less than 30 individuals sampled.
On the user interfaces of LSA, in addition to the map, a data table is also shown. Each
row in the data table displays the information of a region on the map. The common content
for both data types in the data table comprises the region IDs, region names and absolute
frequency. Extra columns for continuous data are mean, standard deviation, standard errors,
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median and 95% confidence intervals. For categorical data, a column containing categories
of the data set is also shown. The content displayed in the data table also reacts to the
selections on the tab Filter interactively. For example, if the gender filter is applied and
only a subgroup of the gender is selected to display (i.e. only male or only female), only the
corresponding selected data is shown in the data table. Similarly, the data of a specific age
group is displayed (i.e. (18,40], (40,60] or (60,80+]) if the respective age filter is applied.
6.4 Map functionalities for continuous data
Instead of inputing the values for the arguments in the plot_continuous function manually,
users can easily change them via the elements on the tabsMap Features and Label P lacement
of the continuous data user interface. On the tab Map Features, users can choose if the
map shall be filled with color or without (Figure 6.5). The option User-defined of the
Fill color element takes names of ColorBrewer palettes [1] as value for the pal argument
in the plot_continuous function (Figure 5.7 line 15). Users can also choose to use region
id, name or region names combined with statistic values as label text.
Figure 6.5: Tab Map Features for continuous data user interface in LIFE Shiny Application.
Elements in the tab Label P lacement enable the users to generate maps with boundary
labeling easily. Assigning regions to the three labeling groups: right_group, left_group
and bottom_group allows users to choose which labels to show as boundary labels (Figure
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6.6). To save space, further options of the tab are not shown in the screenshot. For example,
sliding bars are used to change the margin sizes around the map leaving sufficient space for
the boundary labels. The positions of each labeling group and the distances between the
labels within each labeling group can also be adjusted to avoid inputing coordinate numbers
by hand (in the tab Label Group Adjustments). While the user changes the positions of the
labeling groups, the order of the boundary labels might also be changed. This shows that the
embedded Label Alignment Algorithm in the plot_continuous function reacts dynamically
to these argument changes and re-aligns the boundary label positions to the corresponding
regions interactively.
Figure 6.6: Screenshot of the tab Label P lacement for continuous data user interface in LIFE Shiny
Application. The map on the right shows the customized labeling groups with boundary labeling and
internal labels are set as invisible. To save space, margin adjustment options are not shown.
6.5 Map functionalities for categorical data
The map shown on the categorical data user interface is generated by the plot_categorical
function in the package lifemap (Figure 5.13). Instead of the map coloring options as on the
continuous data user interface (Figure 6.5), the users can choose bar or pie charts to display
the number of occurrences (absolute frequency) in each category for categorical data (Figure
6.7). In addition to the font and size of the legend text, the size of the pie charts or bar charts
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can also be adjusted. Figure 6.7(a) shows the screenshot of the tab Map Features for bar
chart and Figure 6.7(b) shows that for pie chart. The absolute frequency in each category of
the socioeconomic status in each Stadtbezirk of Leipzig are displayed in both chart types. The
pie charts provide an intuitive way to see if a certain category dominates among the regions
on the map. On the other hand, bar charts display the trend within a region more distinctively.
(a) bar chart
(b) pie chart
Figure 6.7: The tab Map Features on the categorical data user interface of LIFE Shiny Application.
Subfigure (a) for bar charts and subfigure (b) for pie charts. Both maps show the socioeconomic status
in five categories in each Stadtbezirk of Leipzig.
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In this chapter, two use cases are selected to demonstrate the spatial visualization of LIFE
data in LIFE-SDVS: hand grip strength for continuous data type (Section 7.1) and body mass
index for categorical data type (Section 7.2). Various features and different types of maps
are presented to show the functionalities available in LIFE-SDVS. Section 7.1.1 aims to show
the application of the filter functions, i.e. the visualization of hand grip strength data are
displayed for different genders and different age groups. Section 7.1.2 demonstrates the age
standardization on the means of hand grip strength for male and female probands in each
Ortsteil of Leipzig. Boundary labeling and median are used in the examples in Section 7.1.1
and internal labeling and means are used in Section 7.1.2. Customized aesthetic settings,
such as different filling colors for the maps, different fonts for the labels, or different leader
colors are also applied. For the categorical data type, the proportions of each BMI category
are plotted as pie charts in each of the Leipzig Ortsteile for both genders (Section 7.2).
7.1 Use case for continuous data: hand grip strength
Hand grip strength can be measured easily with a handgrip dynamometer and as stated by
Martin-Ruiz et al. [92] "is probably the best characterized biomarker of mortality so far". Low
grip strength in health adults across all ages predicts increased risk of premature mortality,
disability in later life and risk of post-surgery complications or longer hospitalization ([42], [61],
[92], [113], [117], [118]). Furthermore, the Prospective Urban-Rural Epidemiology (PURE)
study, a large global study investigating nearly 140,000 adults in 17 countries, shows that
hand grip strength can help predict not only the risk of death but also the risk of cardiovascular
disease [82]. The researchers quantified the prognostic values and found that every 5-kg
decrease in grip strength was linked to a 16% increase in all-cause mortality (i.e. hazard ratio
= 1.16, 95% CI 1.13–1.20), a 17% increase in both cardiovascular (CI 1.11–1.24) and non-
cardiovascular mortality (CI 1.12–1.21), a 9% increase in risk of stroke (CI 1.05–1.15) and a
7% increase in myocardial infarction (CI 1.02–1.11). All these associations are with statistical
significance of p<0.0001. These figures show that grip strength was a more powerful predictor
of cardiovascular mortality than of cardiovascular disease incidence. Another discovery in the
study was that grip strength were positively associated with cancer in high-income countries
(though with a small hazard ratio of 0.916, CI 0.880–0.953; p<0.0001), but not in middle-
income and low-income countries. However, whether efforts to improve grip strength can
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Table 7.1: Partial data output of the function get_group_data_con in the continuous data prepro-
cessing. The data is generated from the hand grip strength containing male population of all age
groups in each Ortsteil of Leipzig.
region gender num mean sdV median q1V q3V
00 1 10 41.15 6.90 40.05 35.83 44.00
01 1 31 43.58 11.24 40.00 35.50 52.35
02 1 62 42.15 9.76 43.30 34.98 47.77
03 1 88 43.81 10.57 44.00 36.00 50.83
04 1 64 45.80 11.33 45.00 38.30 52.50
05 1 66 46.42 7.32 46.20 42.23 51.25
reduce an individual’s risk of death and cardiovascular disease needs to be further studied.
7.1.1 Visualization of hand grip strength data
To demonstrate the visualization functionalities of LIFE-SDVS for continuous data, the hand
grip strength data collected in the LIFE-Adult-Study is used. This section presents various
maps downloaded from LIFE Shiny Application after the application of various filter functions.
The filter function in LIFE-SDVS is available for gender and age. The raw data of hand grip
strength is obtained directly from the LIFE database with the LSA data access unit (see Sec-
tion 6.2 for the mechanism). Each row in the raw data is the information of one participant and
the information collected includes the region, gender, age and the measured hand grip value
of the participant (see Table 4.1 for an example). This raw data is then preprocessed using
function get_group_data_con() (Page 26). Table 7.1 shows the partial output of the hand
grip strength data with gender filter set as male and of all age groups.
Figure 7.1 shows the hand grip strength median of LIFE participants in different gender
groups on the map of Leipzig Ortsteile. Regions with absolute frequency less than 30 indi-
viduals are colored in gray. Figure 7.1(a) presents the grip strength median of both_genders,
Figure 7.1(b) and Figure 7.1(c) present that of male and female participants, respectively.
Boundary labels are assigned to the Ortsteile with median values less than or equal to 32
kg and 42 kg in the corresponding subfigures (a), (b) and less than 27 kg in subfigure (c).
As seen from the figures, the grip strength of male and that of female differ significantly, with
male having values between 38 and 48 kg (Figure 7.1(b)) and females having values between
25 and 31 kg (Figure 7.1(c)). Therefore, the medians of both genders pulled together are not
representative (Figure 7.1(a)).
Four Ortsteile in the west of Leipzig, i.e. Grünau-Ost, Grünau-Nord, Grünau-Mitte and
Großzschocher, belong to the 15 regions with lowest hand grip strength medians both of
male (Figure 7.1(b)) and of female population (Figure 7.1(c)). On the east part of Leipzig,
another cluster of low grip strength regions for both genders consists of the three Ortsteile:
Schönefeld-Ost, Mölkau and Sellerhausen-Stünz. These are also the regions with higher
average ages of probands. The average ages of the probands in these seven regions are
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all more than 60 years while the average age of all probands in the LIFE hand grip strength
data set is ca. 57.6 years. The comparison to the data of the city government in the Leipzig
Ortsteilkatalog [125] also shows that the average ages in these regions are mostly higher than
those of other Leipzig regions. The average inhabitant ages in most of these regions are ca.
50 years while the average age of whole Leipzig population is 43.4 years. Consequently, the
lower hand grip strength in these regions as shown on the map of Leipzig (Figure 7.1) can be
due to the fact that the population there are older.
Dodds et al. in 2014 published the first study that provides normative data for grip
strength across the life course based on 12 studies conducted in Great Britain [48]. In their
publication two years later [49], the authors suggest that the results of British studies are appli-
cable in other developed countries, such as Canada, United States, Australia and most of the
west european countries including Germany. The hand grip strength values are significantly
lower in developing regions such as China, India and Cuba. According to [48], the medians of
males of age 40-60 are between 44 and 40 kg (decreasing with age) and those of age 60-80
are between 45 and 32 kg. The medians of females of age 40-60 are between 31 and 28 kg
and those of age 60-80 are between 27 and 19 kg. The means have similar values as the me-
dians. The minimum hand grip strength median of male participants is in Grünau-Nord with
value 38 kg (Figure 7.1(b)) and that of female participants is in Anger-Crottendorf with value
25 kg (Figure 7.1(c)). To conclude, the hand grip strength medians of the Leipzig probands
are still within normative standard even in the regions where minimum values are measured.
Figure 7.2 shows the hand grip strength medians of female participants of different age
groups in Leipzig Ortsteile. Regions with absolute frequency less than 30 individuals are
colored in gray. Since there is only one region that has sufficient sample size in age group
(18,40], the map of this age group is not shown. Boundary labels are assigned to the Ort-
steile with the median value less than or equal to 29 kg and 24 kg in the subfigures (a) age
group (40,60] and (b) age group (60,80+], respectively. The grip strength medians of female
probands of age group (40,60] are between 31 and 26 kg (Figure 7.2(a)) and that of age group
(60,80+] are between 28 and 23 (Figure 7.2(b)). Compared to the results of [48] mentioned
in the previous paragraph, the values of Leipzig female probands of age group (40,60] are
similar to that of British females (31-28 kg). However, the values of Leipzig female probands
of age group (60,80+] are a little higher than that of British females (27-19 kg). Neverthless,
cautions shall be taken that the higher value of Leipzig females might be due to the fact that
there are more participants with age of 60-75 years than with age of 75-80 years in the study
cohort (see Figure 2.1).
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Figure 7.1: Hand grip strength medians of probands of different gender groups in Leipzig Ortsteile.
Subfigure (a) both genders (b) male (c) female.
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Figure 7.2: Hand grip strength medians of female probands of different age groups in Leipzig Ortsteile.
Subfigure (a) age group (40,60] (b) age group (60,80+].
7.1.2 Age-standardization of hand grip strength data
Age-standardization in LIFE-SDVS can be applied in all three gender groups: both_gender,
male and female. The means of hand grip strength data in all three gender groups are used
to demonstrate the application of age standardization. Table 7.2 shows the means of hand
grip strength of three age groups in each gender category from LIFE data in two Leipzig
Ortsteile Schleußig and Eutritzsch. For example, the standardized mean of hand grip strength
in Schleußig for both_gender is computed by multiplying the weights in column both_gender
in Table 4.4 with the means in column both_gender in Table 7.2 (highlighted in green color
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Table 7.2: Means of hand grip strength in each age group for three gender categories in Leipzig
Schleußig and Eutritzsch. The means with and without standardization of each gender category in
each Ortsteil are also shown. Data obtained from LIFE-Adult-Study.
age group
Schleußig (OT50) Eutritzsch (OT93)
both_gender male female both_gender male female
(18,40] 38.33 49.51 30.50 42.01 53.92 30.10
(40,60] 41.06 49.90 31.37 37.65 46.29 30.22
(60,80+] 32.69 42.16 24.36 32.58 38.91 25.37
w/o standardized mean 38.52 47.89 29.25 35.48 42.96 28.09
standardized mean 37.40 47.58 28.59 37.78 47.28 28.48
in both tables). The calculation is the following:
standardized mean of hand grip strength of Schleußig population= 38.33 ⋅ 0.39 + 41.06 ⋅ 0.30 + 32.69 ⋅ 0.31 = 37.40
The second example is age standardization applied only on female population in Eutritzsch.
Likewise, the proportions in the female column in each age group in Table 7.2 are multiplied
with the weights in the column female in Table 4.4 (highlighted in purple color in both tables).
The sum of the products of each row is the standardized mean:
standardized mean of hand grip strength of Eutritzsch female population= 30.10 ⋅ 0.37 + 30.22 ⋅ 0.28 + 25.37 ⋅ 0.35 = 28.48
Figure 7.3 presents the maps colored according to the means of the hand grip strength,
with and without age standardization of both genders in the Leipzig Ortsteile. There are more
regions colored as too little data after standardization than before standardization. This is due
to the fact that in addition to setting a filter of minimum 30 participants in each Ortsteil, as
long as one of the age groups in a region contains no individual, the age standardization is
not applicable. Hence, these regions are colored as too little data. Figure 7.3(a) shows that
the grip strength means of males in all Ortsteile are less than 48 kg before standardization.
However, the maximum mean value among all Ortsteile is higher after standardization (ca. 54
kg, Figure 7.3(b)). Similar trend is observed in the female population. While the maximum
mean value among all Ortsteile before standardization is ca. 30 kg (Figure 7.3(c)), that after
standardization is ca. 32 kg (Figure 7.3(d)). In many regions, the age standardized means
are also higher than those before standardization. The trend could be due to the underrepre-
sentation of the age group (18,40] in the LIFE samples (see Figure 2.1). This also shows the
necessity of age-standardization.
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Figure 7.3: Maps of Leipzig showing the means of hand grip strength of both_genders in each Ort-
steile. (a) the means without age-standardized (b) the means with age-standardized. The numbers
within each region are Ortsteile IDs.
7.2 Use case for categorical data: body mass index
The BMI data in categorical form in LIFE database is used to demonstrate the functionalities
of LIFE-SDVS for the categorical data type. BMI is computed by an individual’s weight in
kilograms divided by the square of height in meters (i.e. in units kg/m2). BMI can be an
indicator of high body fatness and hence can be used for assessment of overweight and
obesity [62]. The World Health Organization classifies the BMI values into four weight status
categories for adults (shown in Table 7.3) [8]. This classification is applicable to both genders
and is age independent. This classification is also used in the pie charts in this section.
People who are obese have higher risk of many diseases and health problems such as higher
all-cause mortality, high blood pressure, sleep apnea and breathing problems, some cancers
(e.g. breast, colon, kidney, gallbladder, and liver), type 2 diabetes, mental illness (e.g. clinical
depression, anxiety, and other mental disorders), and stroke ([32], [77], [87], [98]). In addition,
studies in many countries have shown the economic burden of obesity, e.g. France [83], the
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Netherlands [121], New Zealand [127], the USA ([41], [53]) and Germany ([115], [140]).
Table 7.4 shows the percentage of each BMI category of male and female population in
age groups (40,60] and (60,80+] in Germany in 2013 and that of Leipzig from LIFE. Overall,
there is only small proportion of the population underweight. The proportions of each BMI cat-
egory in the male population of age group (40,60] are similar in Germany and Leipzig. There
are about 50% of the male population of age group (60,80+] are in category "overweight",
both in Germany and in Leipzig. However, in this group, the proportion of obesity is ca. 8 %
higher while the proportion of normal weight is ca. 8% less in Leipzig than those in the Ger-
man population. Among German females of age group (40,60], 55.6% are with BMI values in
the normal range, but only 45.6% of the females of same age group in Leipzig are within BMI
normal range. On the other hand, the proportion of overweight and obese are 3.9% and 7.5%,
respectively, higher in the females of age group (40,60] in Leipzig than those in Germany. The
trend of having higher BMI values in the Leipzig population is also observed in the females
of age group (60,80+]. In this group, instead of 40.7% has BMI values in the normal range in
Germany, this proportion is only 27.6% in Leipzig. Furthermore, the proportion of overweight
and obese are 2.6% and 11.9% higher in Leipzig than those in Germany. Overall, there are
higher proportions of overweight and obesity among the population of age over 40 in Leipzig
than the German average.
Table 7.3: BMI and standard weight status categories classified by World Health Organization [8].
BMI Status
≤ 18.5 Underweight
18.5 – 24.9 Normal range
25.0 – 29.9 Overweight≥ 30.0 Obese
To examine if the situation of having higher proportion of overweight and obesity than
German average is prevalent among Leipzig Ortsteile or only few Ortsteile have such property,
the BMI data in LIFE is visualized using LIFE-SDVS. The absolute frequencies of probands in
each BMI category are aggregated for each region of Leipzig in order to plot the pie charts.
Table 7.5 shows an example of aggregated results containing the male population of age
group (40,60] in Ortsteile Schleußig and Plagwitz in Leipzig.
Figure 7.4 shows the pie charts depicting absolute frequencies of each BMI category of
males in age groups (40,60] and (60,80+] in each Leipzig Ortsteil. The Ortsteile with abso-
lute frequencies less than 30 are filtered out and not plotted. The corresponding proportions
based on German population with data derived from Gesundheitsberichterstattung des Bun-
des (GBE) [6] are presented on top of each subgraph for comparison. The data downloaded
from GBE are already aggregated in four BMI categories and only needed to be pulled into
corresponding age groups for the comparison here. If the sum of the proportions in the cat-
egories "overweight" and "obese" of the respective gender and age group of an Ortsteile is
higher than that of German data, the Ortsteil is colored in green. To simplify the description in
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Table 7.4: Percentage of population in each BMI category for two age groups in Germany and in
Leipzig. The German data is derived from Gesundheitsberichterstattung des Bundes in 2013 [6]. The
Leipzig data is from LIFE-Adult-Study.
BMI
Germany Leipzig
Male Female Male Female
(40,60] (60,80+] (40,60] (60,80+] (40,60] (60,80+] (40,60] (60,80+]≤ 18.5 0.4 0.4 2.4 1.8 0.5 0.1 1.0 0.4
18.5 – 24.9 32.6 28.1 55.6 40.7 30.1 20.4 45.6 27.6
25.0 – 29.9 47.7 49.9 28.0 37.9 45.7 49.8 31.9 40.5≥ 30.0 19.3 21.6 14.0 19.6 23.7 29.7 21.5 31.5
Table 7.5: Example of aggregated data as input for the visualization of categorical data type in LIFE-
SDVS. The table shows the absolute frequency in each BMI category of the male population of age
group (40,60] in Ortsteile Schleußig and Plagwitz.
Ortsteil ID Name Category Absolute frequency
50 Schleußig 2 21
50 Schleußig 3 29
50 Schleußig 4 10
51 Plagwitz 1 1
51 Plagwitz 2 19
51 Plagwitz 3 22
51 Plagwitz 4 11
the following text, this condition is denoted as LhG: Leipzig samples heavier than the overall
German population. Among the 36 Ortsteile with absolute frequencies over 30 individuals,
55.6% are having LhG in the age group (40,60] (Figure 7.4(a)). For the age group (60,80+]
(Figure 7.4(b)), 35 Ortsteile have more than 30 participants and 89% of these Ortsteile are
with LhG.
Figure 7.5 visualizes the same statistics for the female population in Leipzig and also with
German data above each subfigure. In the female population, the situation of LhG is even
more prevalent. For the age group (40,60], 91% of the 43 Ortsteile with minimum 30 partic-
ipants are with LhG (Figure 7.5(a)). Among the 35 Ortsteile with absolute frequencies over
30 individuals, even 97% are with LhG, i.e. only one Ortsteil, Leutzsch, is an exception (Fig-
ure 7.5(b)). To conclude, compared to German countrywide data, the case that having higher
proportion of "overweight" and "obese" in Leipzig adult population of different age groups is
prevailing among the Ortsteile (Figure 7.4 and Figure 7.5).
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7.2. USE CASE FOR CATEGORICAL DATA: BODY MASS INDEX
Germany0.4
32.6
47.7 19.4
Untergewicht
Normalgewicht
Pradipositas
Adipositas
(a) age group (40,60]
Germany0.4
28.1
49.9 21.6
Untergewicht
Normalgewicht
Pradipositas
Adipositas
(b) age group (60,80+]
Figure 7.4: Proportions of male participants in each BMI category of different age groups in Leipzig
Ortsteile. Subfigure (a) age group (40,60] (b) (60,80+]. Above each subfigure is the corresponding
proportions based on German population with data derived from Gesundheitsberichterstattung des
Bundes in 2013 [6]. If the sum of the proportions in the categories "overweight" and "obese" in an
Ortsteil is higher than that of Germany, the Ortsteil is colored in green.
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7.2. USE CASE FOR CATEGORICAL DATA: BODY MASS INDEX
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55.6
28
14
Untergewicht
Normalgewicht
Pradipositas
Adipositas
(a) age group (40,60]
Germany1.8
40.8
37.9 19.6
Untergewicht
Normalgewicht
Pradipositas
Adipositas
(b) age group (60,80+]
Figure 7.5: Proportions of female participants in each BMI category of different age groups in Leipzig
Ortsteile. Subfigure (a) age group (40,60] (b) (60,80+]. Above each subfigure is the corresponding
proportions based on German population with data derived from Gesundheitsberichterstattung des
Bundes in 2013 [6]. If the sum of the proportions in categories "overweight" and "obese" in an Ortsteil
is higher than that of Germany, the Ortsteil is colored in green.
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8 | Conclusions and future work
Due to the large amount and variety of data obtained in the LIFE-Studies (Section 2.1 and
Section 2.2), there was a necessity to build an automized spatial visualization tool. Thus,
in this master thesis the software system LIFE-SDVS has been conceptualized and imple-
mented. LIFE-SDVS automizes the visualization of LIFE assessment results on the map of
Leipzig by fetching the data directly from the LIFE database. LIFE-SDVS provides the users
an interactive web interface to explore statistics of LIFE data on Leipzig map and to use LIFE-
SDVS as a map generation tool.
Two major data types in the LIFE database were identified: continuous data type and
categorical data type. Different visualization approaches were developed for each of these
data types. For continuous data, three different statistical attributes, i.e. mean, median
and absolute frequency, are displayed in choropleth map style using the plotting function
plot_continuous (Figure 5.7). For categorical data, the absolute frequencies of each cat-
egory as pie charts or bar charts are shown in regions of Leipzig using the plotting function
plot_categorical (Figure 5.13). To support the different types of maps, different data
preprocessing approaches have been constructed (Chapter 4). While comparing statistics
between populations of various regions, the underlying cofounder structure has to be con-
sidered. Hence, LIFE-SDVS also provides the age-standardization option for the means of
continuous data (Section 2.3, Section 4.3 and Section 7.1.2).
The package lifemap empowers the map visualization tasks of LIFE-SDVS (Chapter
5). The design as an independent package eases the maintenance of the software, gives
the architecture a clear structure and can be simply imported into the LIFE Shiny Application
(LSA) as a visualization extension (Chapter 3). In addition to turning spatial data into maps
and plotting statistical graphics within regions, the stand-alone package lifemap is also
capable of finding good labeling positions and producing boundary labeling. Good labeling
positions within regions of a map can be used for placing internal labels or graphics and
also provide good starting points for the leaders of boundary labels. The Label Positioning
Algorithm (LPA) is proposed to locate such good labeling positions and the results on the
maps of Leipzig are good (Section 5.1). The search for such positions is not covered by most
of the literatures in map labeling research areas except one paper: that by Dörschlag et al.
[50]. However, the vague description of the paper makes implementation difficult. Moreover,
the concepts behind LPA are straightforward while those of by Dörschlag et al. consisted of
three different stages, that, could arguably influence the efficiency of the algorithm.
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One of the aims of this thesis was to enable boundary labeling for placing long la-
bel text. The visualization package lifemap is, to the extent of the author’s knowledge,
the first R package to achieve this aim for maps. In the package, the plotting function
plot_continuous (Figure 5.7) empowers boundary labeling and the embedded Label Align-
ment Algorithm (Section 5.2.2) in the plotting function eliminates the leader intersection prob-
lem. Further improvement of the boundary labeling feature is the use of LSA user interface to
adjust the parameters for the arguments in plot_continuous and make the application of
boundary labeling an interactive experience. The user interface, backed by the LSA server,
has strongly reduced the effort of manually inputting long coordinate values to adjust the po-
sitions of boundary labeling groups or to change the margin sizes. Therefore, the researchers
can produce maps much more efficiently. Moreover, the customizable boundary labeling as-
signment allows the researchers to decide which labels are shown in which labeling group
and therefore determine what message shall be delivered. In the use case for continuous
data type (Figure 7.1 and 7.2), the boundary labels were assigned to those regions where
hand grip strength medians are less than a certain threshold. Hence the focus of the maps is
placed on where the people with lower grip strength are in Leipzig.
LIFE Shiny Application provides all other functionalities of LIFE-SDVS except the visu-
alization tasks built in package lifemap, i.e. direct data access, data preprocessing and
an interactive web application (Figure 3.2). The software composition of the application is
designed based on the Shiny ui.R ↔ server.R framework and the division between con-
tinuous and categorical data (Figure 6.2). Through the LSA user interface, the users can
specify what data to be visualized by entering merely four attributes (page 49). With this infor-
mation, the LSA data access unit generates an SQL query and enables the direct database
access to fetch the data at run time (Section 6.2). The LSA data preprocessing unit (Figure
3.2) transforms then the raw data into the data format needed for map visualization. Filters
on gender or age allow the users to specify the partial data they are interested in (Figure 6.4).
Statistics such as mean, median and aggregated absolute frequencies can also be computed
and visualized. Age-standardization of means is also one of the tasks of the LSA data pre-
processing unit. Various interactive map features on the LSA user interfaces (Section 6.4 for
continuous data and Section 6.5 for categorical data) allow the users to explore LIFE data
and to generate maps efficiently.
The visualization of hand grip strength medians in different Ortsteile of Leipzig shows
that even the regions with the smallest values still meet the normative standard. Two clusters
of lower hand grip strength medians are identified on the west and east of Leipzig where the
average ages of the populations in these regions are higher than the average of the whole
Leipzig population. The comparison of maps of hand grip strength means before and after
age-standardization indicates an underestimation of hand grip strength means before age-
standardization. This shows the need for the application of standardization methods. The
maps showing the visualization of categorical BMI data demonstrate that most of the Leipzig
Ortsteile have higher proportions of overweight and obese people than those of Germany.
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8.1. FUTURE WORK ON LIFE-SDVS
8.1 Future work on LIFE-SDVS
LIFE-SDVS sets a foundation on the spatial data visualization in LIFE. This thesis has pro-
posed its software architecture, built up a backbone consisting an R package and a Shiny
web application and the software components are implemented. Nevertheless, the current
version of LIFE-SDVS is still at the very beginning phase for a more sophisticated, automized
visualization system. Hence, some suggestions for the development of the future versions are
given in the section.
The customizable boundary labeling allows the users to assign intended labels to show.
In addition to manual assignment, some rule-based assignment functions can be imple-
mented to define such a set of intended labels L. An example of such a rule might be "assign
boundary labels to the regions where the mean values larger than n", where n is given by
the user. Second additional function on boundary labeling can be that the system assigns
the elements in L automatically to the three labeling groups under certain criteria, such as no
intersection allowed and the total leader length is minimized. The application of the methods
proposed in [30] can be considered. Furthermore, the adjustments on the margins and the
positions of labeling groups can also be fully automized.
In addition to plotting pie charts or bar charts in the regions of Leipzig, the boundary la-
beling feature can also be added to the categorical data maps. Moreover, rule-based coloring
of the regions or even using the choropleth map of continuous data as background for the pie
charts or bar charts can also be considered.
Though LPA has delivered a good result of locating good labeling positions on map of
Leipzig, it has still limitations if the algorithm shall be applied in more generic circumstances.
The improvement suggestions were discussed in page 38.
In addition, LIFE-SDVS can be equipped with a spatial aggregation function in the future.
From statistical point of view, it is sometimes desirable that several regions in a study area
to be merged into one region for certain objectives. A simple example is that regions can be
merged to reach a given sample size threshold. The topic is related to zone design problems
([21], [91], [101], [111]) and districting problem ([23], [76]). Table 2 in the paper of Cockings
and Martin [40] lists various research aims of such problems for environmental and health
studies. After the aims are determined, two further steps are followed: determining which
regions to be merged together and merge execution. Merge execution in R can be done
by utilizing the unionSpatialPolygons function from package maptools. To determine
which regions to be merged together can be seen as a multiobjective optimization problem. A
wide variety of spatial aggregation approaches have been proposed to tackle such problems
([65], [103], [111]). Some metaheuristics have also been applied such as simulated annealing
([18], [45], [88]), tabu search ([35], [103], [136]) and genetic algorithm ([17], [46], [129], [142],
[143]).
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A | Appendix
The assessment programmes in LIFE-Adult-Study. The tables are adapted from [86].
Table A.1 Physical and medical examinations
Heart function
It was our objective to obtain a deep phenotyping of the
heart function to investigate various modes of heart fail-
ure and valve dysfunction and link this to coronary heart
disease, carotid atherosclerosis and to vascular dementia
in elderly participants. The aim was to identify and to
follow subjects with first signs of reduced cardiac pump
function. For this purpose cardiac ultrasound examination
was performed using the GE Vivid 7 dimension BTO8
echocardiography station (GE Healthcare). Echocardiog-
raphy was conducted by 3 study nurses, who were exten-
sively trained for two months by a supervisor-sonographer
with European certification. The assessment protocol
lasted 20 min and included parasternal, apical, and
subcostal views with 2D and apical view with 3D probes
carefully described in an extensive SOP. In total, 17
sweeps were conducted in a highly standardized way and
28 images were taken (1 along parasternal axis, 7 in
parasternal short axis, 8 in apical long axis including PW-
and CW Doppler, TVI and TDI, 2 in apical 2 chamber
view with TDI, 6 in apical 4 chamber view including TVI
and TDI, 1 subcostal view, 3 other apical views). Standard-
ized reading of the echocardiographic assessments was
performed according to ASE recommendations and the
European Society of Cardiology by means of the software
EchoPAC Version 113 (GE Healthcare). Readings were
performed by the sonographers and a trained reader.
Structural parameters include ventricular, septal, and
posterior wall thickness and left atrial and ventricular
dimensions, which are used to calculate left ventricular
volumes and mass, left ventricular ejection fraction, left
atrial volume, and left atrial function. Readings were
performed according to ASE recommendations and the
European Society of Cardiology. Regarding diastolic
dysfunction and heart failure, our method permitted to
calculate the diastolic state by the assessment described by
Nagueh et al. and Paulus et al [11, 12]. Analysis of the car-
diac valves was performed according to the international
guidelines by conventional 2D as well as color coded and
Doppler echocardiography.
To investigate cardiac arrhythmias a 10-second 12-lead
electrocardiogram (ECG) was recorded using the Page-
Writer TC50® ECG system (Philips Medical Systems) after
a supine resting period of at least 10 min. The ECG was
evaluated by means of the software ECGVue C.03.01.02
(Philips Medical Systems) based on published criteria with
particular focus on rhythm and conduction disturbances,
ST-segment and J-point changes, T and U waves, PQ and
QT interval, hypertrophy, and QRS morphology [13–19].
Vascular system
It was a major objective to investigate and to follow early
signs of atherosclerosis using extensive phenotyping of
the vascular system. Blood pressure was measured three
times at 3-min intervals using an automatic oscillometric
blood pressure monitor (OMRON 705IT, OMRON
Medizintechnik Handelsgesellschaft mbH) after resting
for at least 5 min.
Using the same ultrasound device as for heart ultra-
sound, carotid artery sonography for atherosclerotic
plaques and intima media thickness of the arterial wall
were assessed in all participants. Atherosclerotic plaque of
the carotid artery was defined according to the ‘American
Society of Echocardiography Carotid Intima-Media Thick-
ness Task Force’ as an echogenic thickening of intimal
reflection that extends into the arterial lumen at least
0.5 mm or 50 % of the surrounding intima media thick-
ness (IMT) of the common carotid artery (CCA) or an
intimal plus medial thickness of >1.5 mm [20]. Assess-
ment of central arterial stiffness and vascular aging was
performed by non-invasive measurements of pulse-wave
velocity (PWV), pulse wave analysis (PWA), augmentation
l 2 Physical and medical ex min tio s
Examination Sample size
Bio-specimen asservation
Serum, plasma, lymphocytes for DNA, RNA, urine >9900
Anthropometry
Classical: Body weight, body height,
circumference measures
>9900
3D laser based optical body surface scan >9800
MRI based abdominal fat tissue volumetry >1000
Cardiovascular system
Blood pressure >9900
Electrocardiography (10 s, 12 leads) >9700
Echocardiography >8300
Carotid ultrasound >9600
Ankle-brachial index (ABI), pulse wave
velocity (PWV)
>9200
Diabetes
Oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT) >2900
Physical activity and fitness
Hand grip strength >9700
7 day actimetry >2800
Eye
Optical coherence tomography and
fundus photography
>9300
Brain
MRI >2400
Electroencephalography (≥60 years only) >3000
Miscellaneous
Voice profile >2700
Olfactory test (Sniffin’ sticks 12) >7300
Skin prick test (six inhalative allergens) >8000
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Table A.2 Laboratory analyses
GmbH), blood samples were taken for measurement of
glucose and insulin concentration at 30 (glucose only)
and 120 min.
Physical activity, fitness, and sleep patterns
Physical activity and sleep patterns are associated with
health and hence were assessed quantitatively. Physical
activity and sleep-wake regulation were objectively mea-
sured using a 2D-axial accelerometer. The SenseWear
Pro 3 device (Bodymedia, Inc., Pittsburgh, PA) allowed
recording of skin temperature, near body ambient
temperature, heat flux, galvanic skin response, and mo-
tion. It is particularly useful for recording objective sleep
duration. Participants were requested to wear the device
continuously for 7 days and to keep a sleep and activity
diary. Raw data were processed using the SenseWear
Professional software to detect wake and sleep periods
and to classify the time spent in low, moderate or vigor-
ous physical activity, daily step counts and energy ex-
penditure in MET-minutes. Maximal grip strength was
assessed as the maximum of 6 alternate measurements
of the right and the left hand using the Jamar dynamom-
eter (Patterson Medical Ltd., Huthwaite, UK) [21].
Ophthalmological imaging
Degeneration of the macula and glaucoma are major age-
related disorders associated with considerable handicap. It
was our objective to unravel early signs of these disorders
and follow them up longitudinally. In-vivo ophthalmo-
logical imaging techniques using OCT enabled sensitive
detection of abnormalities. OCT is a medical diagnostic
imaging technique which captures micron resolution 3-
dimensional images. It is based on the principle of optical
reflectometry. We employed OCT (Heidelberg Spectralis
SD-OCT) and high quality non-mydriatic fundus imaging
(Nidek AFC-230) to produce representative images of the
retina and optic nerve. All images were read by two inde-
pendent observers who classified degenerative changes and
anomalies based on current ophthalmological standards.
Neuroimaging and neurocognitive assessments
Neurocognitive disorders are progressing particularly in
the elderly. It was our objective to investigate early signs
of neurodegeneration and of small vessel disease and
their neurocognitive correlates. In addition we were in-
terested whether obesity is mirrored in brain structures
and functions. To obtain a structural and functional
MRI assessment of the brain the following magnetic res-
onance pulse sequences were applied: i) Magnetization
prepared rapid gradient echo using a 3D T1-weighted
pulse sequence in order to assess brain structure and to
highlight differences between grey and white matter.
Based on these data, voxel-based morphometry and cor-
tical thickness measurements were performed. ii) Diffu-
sion weighted imaging at 60 different angles using pulse
sequences, which are sensitive to water diffusion and its
direction. Based on this information, parameters charac-
terizing white matter such as various characteristics of the
diffusion tensor (axial, radial diffusivity, fractional anisot-
ropy etc.) were determined. iii) Resting state functional
MRI. Here, oxygenation changes were investigated during
rest as a measure for functional connectivity. iv) Fluid-
attenuated inversion recovery, which is highly sensitive for
the identification of white matter lesions. v) Susceptibility
weighted imaging using a T2*-weighted pulse sequence,
which is highly sensitive to brain hemorrhage. vi) MR-
angiography, which was used for the assessment of arterial
brain vessels, e.g. to identify aneurysms.
Structural and functional MRI parameters were used to
identify specific neurodegenerative diseases and its pre-
stages, subjective and mild cognitive impairment. For Alz-
heimer’s disease we focussed on atrophy in hippocampal
regions and connectivity changes in temporoparietal brain
networks, for subtypes of frontotemporal lobar degener-
ation on changes in structure and function of respective
l 4 Laborat ry analyses
P rameter
Electrolytes: Sodium, Potassium, Chloride, Magnesium
Liver and pancreas: Alanine transaminase, Aspartate transaminase,
Choline esterase, Gamma-glutamyltransferase, Bilirubin (total and direct),
Lipase, Total protein, Albumin, Urea
Kidney: Creatinine, Cystatin
Cardiac markers: Creatine kinase, Creatine kinase MB, Myoglobin,
Troponine T high sensitive, N-terminal prohormone of brai
natriuretic peptide
Lipid metabolism: Cholesterol, High density lipoprotein cholesterol,
Low density lipoprotein cholesterol, Apolipoprotein B, Apolipoprotein
A1, Trigycerides, Lipoprotein (a)
Glucose metabolism: Glucose, Insulin, C-peptide, Glycated
hemoglobin (HbA1c)
Iron metabolism: Transferrin, Ferritin
Vitamins: Folic acid, Vitamin B12
Bone metabolism: Alkaline phosphatase, Phosphate, Calcium,
Osteocalcine, Beta-CrossLaps, Propeptide of type I collagen,
Parathormone, 25-Hydroxy vitamin D3
Endocrine function / hormones: Cortisol, Luteinizing hormone, Follicle
stimulating hormone, Estradiol, Testosterone, Sex hormone-binding
globulin, Dehydr epiandrosterone sulfate
Thyroid: Thyrotropin (TSH), Free triiodothyronine, Free thyroxine, TSH
receptor antibodies, thyroglobulin antibodies, Thyreoperoxidase
antibodies
Inflammatory mediators: Interleukin 6, C-reactive protein high sensitive
Allergy diagnostics: specific immunogl bulin E sx1 (timothy grass,
rye, birch, mugwort, C. herbarum, D. pteronyssinus, cat, dog), fx5
(hen’s egg, cow’s milk, fish, wheat, peanut, soy), total immunoglobulin E
Hematology: Complete blood cell count with differential, Reticulocytes
Urine: Albumin, Creatinine, Immunoglobulin G
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Appendix A
Table A.3 Computer-assisted personal interviews (I), self-
administered questionnaires (Q) and cognitive tests (T) 
index, and the ankle-brachial index (ABI) using oscillome-
try-, and photoplethysmography-based methods (Vicorder,
Skidmore medical, UK).
Oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT)
It was our objective to determine the prevalence of
unrecognized diabetes, to better understand mechanisms
of insulin resistance, and to define a subcohort of predi-
abetic participants for future follow up. The OGTT test
was conducted in all fasted participants who came to the
study centre before 8 a.m. After initial blood drawing
and an intake of 75 g of glucose solution (Accu-Chek®
Dextrose O.G.T. Saft, Roche Diagnostics Deutschland
Ta l 3 Computer- assisted personal interviews (I),
self-administered questionnaires (Q) a t sts (T)
Assessment Type Target population
(age)
Socio-demographics and medical history
Socio-demographics and socio-economic
status
I 18-79
Medical history I 18-79
Family medical history I 18-79
Medication (last 7 days) I 18-79
Allergies I 18-79
Male and female gender questions Q 18-79
Immune competence Q 18-79
Oral health Q 18-79
Life style
Smoking I/Q 18-79
Food frequency and alcohol consumption Q 18-79
International Physical Activity Questionnaire
(IPAQ)
Q 18-79
Three-Factor-Eating Questionnaire (TFEQ) Q 18-79
Yale Food Scale Q 18-79
Psychosocial aspects
Satisfaction with Life Scale (SWLS) Q 18-79
Generalized Anxiety Disorder (GAD-7) Q 18-79
Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-15) Q 18-79
SF-8 Health Survey Q 18-79
Life Orientation Test Revised (LOT-R) Q 18-79
ENRICHD Social Support Instrument (ESSI) Q 18-79
Personality Adjective List (16 AM) Q 18-79
Lubben Social Network Scale (LSNS) Q 18-79
EuroQol visual analogue scale (EQ VAS) Q 18-79
Sense of Coherence Leipzig Short Scale
(SOC-L9)
Q 18-79
Childhood Trauma Screener (CTS) Q 18-79
Use of health care services Q 18-79
Barratt’s Impulsivity Scale Version 11 (BIS-11) Q 18-79
Behavioral inhibition system / behavioral
activation system (BIS/BAS)
Q 18-79
NEO-Five-Factor Inventory (NEO-FFI-30) Q 18-79
Need Inventory of Sensation Seeking (NISS) Q 60-79
Hypomanic Personality Scale Q 60-79
Sleep
Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI) Q 18-79
Multidimensional Fatigue Inventory (MFI-20) Q 18-79
Epworth Sleepiness Scale (ESS) Q 18-79
Morningness-Eveningness-Questionnaire
(MEQ)
Q 18-79
Sleep Questionnaire (SF-A) Q 60-79
Table 3 Computer- assisted personal interviews (I),
self-administered questionnaires (Q) and cognitive tests (T)
(Continued)
Cognition
Stroop test T 18-79
Trail-Making Test A&B T 18-79
Subjective Memory Impairment I 18-79
Verbal Fluency Test ‘Animals’ T 18-79
Behavioral Assessment of the dysexecutive
syndrome (DEX)
Q 18-79
Triangle test T 60-79
Reading the mind in the eyes test T 60-79
Structured Interview for Diagnosis of
Dementia of Alzheimer type, Multi-infarct
Dementia and Dementia of other Aetiology
according to DSM-III-R, DSM-IV and ICD-10
I/T 60-79
Barthel-Index for basic Activities of
Daily Living
I 60-79
Instrumental Activities of Daily Living
Scales (IADL)
I 60-79
CERADplus neuropsychological test battery T 60-79
Wechsler Memory Scale T 60-79
Iowa gambling task T 18-79a
n-back task T 18-79a
Reversal learning task T 18-79a
Depression
Centre of Epidemiologic
Studies - Depression Scale (CES-D)
Q 18-79
Childhood Trauma Questionnaire (CTQ) Q 18-79
CIDI-DIA-X Screener Q 18-79
Structured Clinical Interview for DSM
Disorders (SCID)
I 60-79
Geriatric Depression Scale (15-item version,
GDS-15)
Q 60-79
Inventory of Complicated Grief (ICG) Q 60-79
Inventory of Depressive Symptoms (IDS-SR) Q 60-79
Leipzig Life Event List Q 60-79
aOnly for the subgroup with additional obesity assessments
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Centre of Epidemiologic
Studies - Depression Scale (CES-D)
Q 18-79
Childhood Trauma Questionnaire (CTQ) Q 18-79
CIDI-DIA-X Screener Q 18-79
Structured Clinical Interview for DSM
Disorders (SCID)
I 60-79
Geriatric Depression Scale (15-item version,
GDS-15)
Q 60-79
Inventory of Complicated Grief (ICG) Q 60-79
Inventory of Depressive Symptoms (IDS-SR) Q 60-79
Leipzig Life Event List Q 60-79
aOnly for the subgroup with additional obesity assessments
Loeffler et al. BMC Public Health  (2015) 15:691 Page 6 of 14
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B | Appendix
An example of Derivattabelle in the LIFE research database. The attributes needed for the
User-defined data input option in LIFE Shiny Application are obtained from such tables.
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